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Abstract

Old pibal sounding data from the years 1 930—1936 were analysed to
investigate the dependence of wind veering and of the ratio between the
surface and the upper wind upon stahility and baroclinidty. Baroclinicity
was assessed through some assumptions concerning the upper wind shear.
The surface stress and drag coeffidents were thus computed by the ageostrophic
method and the results were compared with those of other studies. Next,
similarity theory methodology was applied to the data, using both internal
and external parameters. The universal similarity functions A and B were
calculated. AU the resuits were in fairly good agreement with those obtained
in other studies, within the limfts of the large scatter generally occurring iii

connection with such research.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

Ah, B Universal similarity functions for a barotropic diabatic pianetary boundary Iayer.

A, B Same as above but in a baroclinic case.
A5, Bh Same as above but in a baroclinic convective case.

Drag coefficient.
Geostrophic drag coefficient.
Drag coefficient referred at = 10 m.

D, D Velocity-defect functions between the surface and upper winds relatively to external
parameters.

f Coriolis parameter.
g Acceleration due to gravity.

Modulus of the surface geostrophxc wind.
h Height of the boundary layer.

Dimensionleas external height (= hf/V5).
Height of zero-stress for houndary layer integration.

Km Eddy diifusivity coefficient.
Monin-Obukhov length scale (= u/gflK0).

ui, P40, M1 Constants depending on stability.

N Number of observadons.
Surface heat flux.

r Correlation coefficient.
R Wind velocity ratio (= V9/Vj.

Wind velocity ratio at the top of the boundary Iayer.
Ei Richardson number.
Rj3 Surface Richardson number.
Ri0 Richardson number centred at

.

Ko Rossby number.
S External stability parameter.

Geostrophic shear modulus.

S,,, S,, Geostrophic ahear components.
S,, S, Dimensionleas geostrophic ahear components.
Ta Air temperature.
T Sea surface temperature.

Friction velocity.
ii, v Actual wind components.
U5, V5 Geostrophic wind components.
U0, V0 Surface geostrophic wind components.
U0, V00 Actual or geostrophic wind at = H.
U05, V Geostrophic wind componenta at the top of the houndary layer.

V Wind velocity.
Surface wind velocity.
Wind velocity at the top of the boundary layer.
Thermal wind vector.
Vertical coordinate.
Height of anemometer Jevel.
Height of air temperature measurement.
Roughness Iength.

Z Height of maximum lateral stresa component.
Surface wind direction.



LIST OF SYMBOLS (cont.)

Surface erosa-isobar angle.
Thermal wind direetion.
Coefficient of thermal expansion.
Angle between the surface geostrophic wind and the thermal wind.

4a Wind veering.
Wind veering between the surface and the top of the boundary Iayer,

40 Potential temperature difference between the top and the bottom of the boundary layer.

Coeffieient of surface elevation.
Dimensionlesa internal stability parameter (= h/L,).

0 Potential temperature.
K von Kärmän constant.

Dimensionleas internal dynamieal parameter (= hf/u).

p Sir density (= 1.2 x 10- gjcm3).
Surface atreas.

r11 Shearing atreas components.

w Angle meaaured clockwise from the direction of the wind at = 500 m to the direetion

of the thermal wind.
Mean quandry.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Gulf of Bothnia is generally ice-covered from January to May. In March, when
the ice situation is most severe, the thickness of the ice ranges between 50 and 70 cm.
It is important for the Finnish economy that the northern harbours are kept open
to trade the whole year round. For tMs purpose, an ice forecast model has been
developed at the Jnstitute of Marine Research, Helsinki (Valli & Leppäranta 1975),
which gives 30-hour forecasts for ice drift, ice concentradon, ice thickness and
ridging intensity.

The equation for ice modon can he written (Campbell 1965):

p1 h1 ‘T+Tw+C+G+R

in which P1 is ice density, h1 ice tffickness, T/i the ice velocity vector, Ts the wind
stress acting on the upper surface of the ice, xw the water stress on the lower surface
of the ice, C is the Coriolis force due to the earth’s rotation, G the surface gradient
current due to tilting of the water surface and R the internal stresses between ice
Roes.

The main term in the above equation is the wind stress term r5, which represents
a tangendal force per unit horizontal area. Therefore its parameteriaadon is very
important and is the stardng-point of tMs study.

TMs wind stress term depends on the roughness of the ice surface, on the shape
of the verdcal wind proffle ahove the ice surface, which, in its turn, depends on the
relation between the wind close to the surface and the wind at upper levels, and
on the thermal stabiity of the atmosphere. Thus, the parameterization ofn requires
the investigation of various situations, in order to isolate the influence of these
diverse factors. Unfortunately, suitable data, including detailed information on the
prevailing environmental conditions, are very rare. However, a set of data was
found consisdng of old piot balloon soundings carried out on a small island in
the Northern Baldc, and these were processed and analysed, lii order to obtain
some indications about the dependences and interdependences between the parameters
mentioned above (and also of the influence of an often neglected but always present
term, the baroclinicity).

With a view to reducing the scatter in the relationsfflps between the dependent
and independent variables, combinations of the latter were used in the framework
of the so-called similarity theory. TMs has proved to he a powerful tool in recent
years and was applied to the present data in order to estimate its suitability for rou
time use.

The physical prohlem involved in the ice-drift phenomenon is a concreteexample
of air-sea interacdon, where the ice cover itself acts as a link between the two ele
ments. This study should he considered a first step in the task of wind stress
parameteriaation.
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2. THE DATA

Nowadays, radiosonde balloons rise higher and faster than in the past, providing, at most, one or
two measurements from the pianetary boundary layer. However, this layer, say the lowest kilometre,
is eharaeterized by many phenomena of great importanee in the basie exehange between the earth’s
surfaee and the atmosphere, sO that boundary layer data are greatly needed. In reeent times, a few
extensive boundary layer projeets have heen organized to eolleet adequate data for researeh studies
(e.g. Lettau & Davidson 1958, Clarke et al. 1971, Kaimal et al, 1976).

Earlier data also exist, sinee before the Seeond World War many routine or speeial soundings
were earried out with pilot balloons or ldtes. Although these data have some defieieneies (e.g. laek
of temperature proifies or surfaee Iayer data), they eannot he negleeted, sinee they give extra in
formation on the eomplex and moeh too little known variability of the atmospherie boundary layer.

An earlier series of pilot balloon soundings seemed soitable for the present study. They had
been performed between June 1929 and June 1936 on the island of Utö, loeated about 80 km south
west of eontinental Finland (p = 59°47’N, ) = 21°22’E). The situation of this island on the outskirts
of the Åland Arehipelago (ef. flg. 1) favours investigations on the marine atmospherie boundary
layer, espeeially for winds from the southern seetor (90°, 270°), On the other hand, winds blowing

61°

eo°

59°

58°

0

57

16° 17° 18° 19° 20° 21° 22° 23° 24° 25° 26° 27°

Fig. 1. The study area.
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from the north may be expected to he affected firstly hy the land-sea transidon and secondly by the
great numher of islanda, which wiil act on the mean flow like large randomly distributed roughness
elements.

The material data consist of opdcally performed pilot sounding measurements (apeed of aacent
aasumed conatant). The raw data (indlination and azimuth of the balloon) had aiready heen procesaed
and values were thus available for the wind veloeity and wind direetion at intervais of 100 m up to
1000 m and intervais of 500 m above that height. Surface wind values had been estimated for a
height z, = 15 m hy the ataff of the Pilot station. Thia height will he cailed heneeforth the anemo
meter height. The fact that the surface wind is esdmated ja ohviously a weaknesa of theae data.
The soundings were performed nearly every day and sometimea aeveral times a day (moatly twiee
hut alan three, four and even five times).

Sinee this atudy deala with the boundary iayer atrueture over sea-iee, attention was reatricted
to the winter profiles. A survey of the ice reports made at Utö on the basis of visual ohservationa
showed that in 1931—1933 and 1936 an ice cover oeeurred only during some periods in Fehruary
and March. This is due to the southern location of Utö. For the sake of eomparison, and also in
order to inerease the number of relevant proifies, it was deeided to study aiao the profilea for the
iee-free perioda oeeurring during Fehruary and March in those years and also the profilea for the
iee-free winters of 1930, 1934 and 1935.

Another factor iimiting the amount of available data was the opdcal method of aounding, owing
to whieh a great number of balioona were loat when they rose into douda or in the direetion of the
sun. Homogenenus data on the layer showing the strongest wind shear were ohtained hy aeleeting
the soundinga that reaehed at leaat 500 m. The wind shear of the upper free flow, whieh is related
to the harociinicity, waa studied hy procesaing ali the suitahle profiles up to 2000 m. Sinee the ob
aervationa were earried out at 500—m intervala above the first kilometre, the hailoon often diaappea
red or hurat out between two referenee levela (i.e. 1 and 1.5 km or 1.5 and 2 km); in t .eae casea,
the halloon’s position had heen taken juat hefore its disappearanee (e.g. at 1300 m or 1800 m).
To avoid the maa of these observationa, it waa dedded to interpolate the profiles at 100—m inter
vala hetween 1 and 2 km.

Finally, a totai of 250 profiles reaehing at leaat 500 m waa availahle, ineluding 57 profflea for
sea-ice aituationa. Naturally, the numher of profilea deereaaea wjth increasing , as ia ahown in
Tahle 1:

TABLE 1. Number of obaervationa at eaeh ievel.

Hcights Open water Sea-ice 1
(m) situations situations AH data Percentage

0—500 193 57 250 100
600 170 55 225 90
700 168 53 221 88
800 159 51 210 84
900 153 48 201 80

1000 153 48 201 80.
1100 133 45 178 71
1200 123 45 168 67
1300 116 42 158 63
1400 106 38 444 58
1 5C0 105 38 143 57
1600 90 32 122 49
1700 90 32 122 49
1800 80 31 111 44
1900 78 :-... 29 - 107 43
2000 76. 27 103 41

2 127800055D
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The time of sounding was most often 9.00, less frequently 15.00 and occasionaily
12.00 or 18.00. Table 2 shows the sounding distribution according to the time of
day.

TABLE 2. Frequency distribution of observations according to time of day. In each cetl the upper
fgure is the number of observatlons and the lower figure the percentage.

6 h 9 h 12 h 15 li 18 Ii Totat

Sea-ice 1 % 26 6 17 7 57
2% 46% 10% 30% 12% 23%

Open water 131 15 35 12 193
68% 8% 18% 6% 77%

Ali observations 1 157 21 52 19 250
‘/2% 63% 8% 21% 8% 100%

Information on the tempelature distribution was available at only two leveis:
i) at z 2 m, wher the temperature was taken 3 times a day at the station of Utö,
and ii) at the sea surface, where the water temperature Iw was taken approximately
half a nautical mile West of Utö, about every two weeks. The latter values may be
assumed to represent the temperature of the underlying water surface for only a
Iimited area around Utö, since the sea surface temperature has a strong gradient
on the southern side of the archipelago (cf. fig. 2). However, this gradient is stronger
at the beginning of the period studied (Fig. 2a for Pehruary) and has Weakened by
the end of March (fig. 2b), owing to the overafl cooling of the Baltic waters towards
freezing point. In mild winters (free of sea-ice) a strong temperature gradient exists
in the sea surface at the outher edge of the AIand Archipelago, whereas in cold
winters this gradient is practically absent, owing to vigorous mixing of the water

62°

61°

60°

50°

58

57

6° 8° 20° 22° 240 26° 6° 18° 20° 220 240 26°

62

610

60°

59

58

57°

Fig. 2. Äverage sea surface temperature distribudon iti the Baitic (1902—1956). The cross-hatched
area represents the mean lee cover eztent. (After Lena 1971),
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at a temperature close to %ero, which in turn results in an extension of the ice
cover. Thus, not only the inhomogeneity of the surface topography (cf. Fig. 1),
but also the existence of thermal inhomogeneity may influence the development of
a new internal equilibrium layer as the air fiows ovet new surface boundary condi
tions. Thermal inhomogeneity also exists on the northern side of the study area,
since the coastal regions of continental Finland show a vety strong temperature
gradient in winterdme.

3. ASSESSMENT OF STABILITY

As the structure of the turbulent atmospheric boundary layer depends greatly on its
thermal stability, this stability must he parameterized and assessed, in order to take
into account its effec on the profiles. This can he done if either the Monin-Obukhov
length or a Richardson number is known. As the data provide no information on
the fiuxes of momentum and heat, the relevant parameter is the gradient Richard
son number defined by

(iil4/Öz)
RI=P—--)2 (1)

where g is the acceleration of gravity, fi = 1/T0 is the inverse of the mean absolute
air temperature of the bottom layer, is the mean potential air temperature and 77
the mean wind velocity. The verflcal temperature gradient may be approximated
with the air-sea temperature difference (Ta—Tw). As to the velocity gradient, the
relevant levels are the anemometer level ft, 15 m) and the surface, where 17
vanishes. Writing the derivatives in a discrete form, we obtain a kind of bulk Ric
hardson number, whose expression is:

(Ta—Tw)/Zt
Ri5 = g p ( )

i s/zs,

where V is the surface wind velocity. Substituting the values for the constant
parameters g, , and yields:

1102.5 (T —T)
Ri=

____

a
(3)$

But, this formula is valid only for open water cases, when T actually represents
the sudace temperature. In the case of an ice-covered sea, the surface temperature
remains undetetmined because, although the temperature of the water just under
the ice keeps close to freezing point, the ice surface temperature is strongly depen



dent on solar radiation, air temperature and the physicai and mechanicai properties

of the ice itself (Zubov 1943), e.g. density, salinitv, amount of snow, thermal con

ductivity, air bubbles within the ice. Thus, the ice surface temperature has a marked

daily cycie (Weeks & Lee 1958), cf. Fig. 3.

In consequence, it is impossible to determine (T—T) ja sea-ke condidons

and hence Ri, and the stabiiity condidons are then unknown. Weiier (1968), who

observed the air stratification ovet sea ice aiong the coast of Antarctica (q = 67°34’S,

2 62°53’E), showed that it was mostly neutral and near-neutral, with a Richard

son number Ei centred at = 2 m witMn the range (—0.05, 0.05) ja 80 % of the

observations. However, from Fig. 3, it follows that in general we have siight insta

bility when ah temperature is below aero and slight stability when it is above. The

median value of air temperature in the present 57 runs with sea-ice condidons is

—4.4°C, which would give a stability ciassification of slightiy unstabie. But this

is only an indication.
Next, we report in Pig. 4 the frequency distribution of the Utö data according

to the Richardson number Ri, and the time of day. Only the data for 9 h and 15 h

ase considered as they inciude nearly ali the observations (68 % and 18 %, respecti

vely, cf. Table 2). One can nodce that, lii the morning, the distribution is concentra

ted iii the slighdy unstable range, whereas ja the afternoon it has shifted somewhat

towards the stable range. This effect is naturally te to the increase of air tempera

ture Ta, which raises the value of Ri, (T remaining the same). The increase of

17, during the course of the day limits the increase of Ri,, which explains the simi

larity between the two diagrams.

However, these diagrams do not teli the whoie truth, because ali the observa

dons are inciuded, without reference to, for example, wind &rection. Now, owing
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51’N 20°16’E) in March 1975. T, (open circles) is recorded at z = 1,5 m,
the crosses are for the lee surface and the fuil dxcles for the ice bottom tem
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Fig. 4. Frequency distribution of observations according to
stability in open-sea situations. The scale of the abscissa it not

continuous.

to the geographical configuration of the study area, the features of the boundary
Iayer in Utö may be expected to be strongiy dependent on wind direction. This
dependence is evident in Fig. 5, which shows the reladon between the surface wind
direction a8 and the stability parameter Ri . A clear dependence of Ri, on cx, appears
with the stable cases in the range (1200, 300°) and the unstable cases in the range
(0°, 120°) and (300°, 360°). The runs indicated by a triangle in the figure show a
»peculiar proffle», i.e. a strong turning of the wind ( 90°) or a strong decrease
of the wind with height (V,/V, 2.0). It is interesting to note that these runs with
a peculiar behaviour are located in the wrong domain of stability if the above-men
tioned dependence of Ri, on cx, is correct. These 8 runs (the eighth one is in ic
situation) wili be eliminated from ali the foiiowing caiculations. Then, stability
varies as a sine-like function of wind direction, with ks minimum at cx, 30° and
its maximum at cx, 270°.

The dependence of stability on wind direcdon was examined in reiation to time.
No signillcant difference is apparent between the distributions for February and
March, except perhaps a slight shift towatds more stabie Richardson numbers.
TMs is due to the higher temperature Ta in March. No &fference was observ abie
in the distribution of the experimental data with respect to the time of däy (9h, 12h,
15h and 18h), probably because the intensity of the diurnal cycie is sai weak at
this time of the year. Nor did the dpendence on wind direction show any difference
between winters with ice (1931—1933 and 1936) and warmer winters without ice

9.00 Ii

131 ob,ervations

20

10

%
Ri,

<-5.0 —1.25 —0.75 —0.5 —0.25 —0.05 0.05 0.25 0.5 1.0

Ri,
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fig. 5. Dependence of stabulity on wind direction a in open water situations. The triangles (4)
indicate »peculiar» runo, to he deleted jo average computations. The scale of the abscissa is not

contjnuous.

(1930, 1934 and 1935). In consequence, it is possible to deal with the whole set of
data regardless of the year, moth or hour of observation. This is an advantage since
it saves having to divide the small amount of profiles into even snialler groups.

Geographically, the variation of stability with wind direction nieans that the
stable runs correspond to winds blowing ovet the sea and the unstable runs to winds
coming from cold continental Finland or the Aland Ärchipelago. Frontal activity
is frequent at the latitude of Utö and the discharge of cold northerly wfnds liehind
the cyclone results lii unstable thermal conditions over the sea.

The stabulity parameter is useful for classifying the wind profiles, but it must
be kept iii mmd that its value does not always correspond exactly to the true situa-
tion, since T represents the sea surface temperature only within the immediate
vicinity of the island, while T6, which should preferably have been recorded ovet
the waters surrounding Utö, was obtained on land and may be affected by various
local factofs (radiation, ventilation, refraction, etc. .). The resultant errors in the
difference (T0—T) may be sufficiently great to shift many points in the near-neutral
range of stability into a different stability class.

The data were divided into groups according to stability; in order to avoid too
small and less representadve groups, it was decided to restrict their number to. three
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— open water situations with Ri 0, i.e. unstable cases (124 runs, 49.6 %),
— open water situations with Ri8> 0, Le. stable cases (69 runs, 27.6 %),
— sea ke situations with Ri0 undefined (57 runs, 22.8 %).

The tfflrd group is intermediate between the two other ones, alternatively presen
ting features of a stable or unstable stratification. This is due to the fact that it con
tains runs of both types of stratification, which cannot be distinguished on the basis
of the available thermal condition data. For the sake of brevity, we shall call these
three groups unstable, stable and ice, respectively.

4. LOCAL WIND CLIMATOLOGY OF THE TWO LOWEST KILO
METRES OP THE ATMOSPHERE AT UTÖ

4.1. GENERAL

The first step in such an investigation is to study the frequency of occurrence of
the wind directions and wind velocity. Fig. 6 shows a wind rose for surface winds
based on the present set of data. Each branch of the 8-branch rose represents a
450 direction range (338°—22°; 23°—67°; 68°—112°; 113°— 1570; 158°—202°; 203°—
247°; 248°—292°; 293°— 337°), its length being proportional to the frequency of
winds in this range. TMs rose differs clearly from the real climatological rose given
by Venho (1963) for the petiod 1931—1960 (cf. Fig. 7), in which the percentage
occurrence for each direction range, is almost the same, except for slight maxima
for Southwesterlies and Southeasterlies. The present 250 runs show a very irregular
distribution, with a marked maximum for Northerlies followed by Southwester
lies, Westerlies and Northwesterlies. Moreover, a complete quadrant (Easterlies,
Southeasterlies and Southerlies) has a very low frequency. This departure from the
long-term climatological distribution shows that our data are not a representaflve
samble of the general conditions in Utö. Why do north winds predominate in our
sample ? One explanation could be a sea-Iand breeze effect due to the presence of
colder land north of the sea area. But no such effect has ever been obsetved in this
region, so a possibly more convinving explanation is that the soundings were
made only in favourable observation condidons. In this respect, cloudless condi
tions would occur during the cold advection following frontal activity already men
tioned in the discussion of stability and wind direcdon.

The evolution of the wind rose with height might be expected to show a gene
ral clockwise rotation of the characteristic features of the data rose, but this is not
clearly seen in the wind roses for 500 m (Fig. 8) and 1 000 m. In effect, although the
Southerlies, Southwesterlies and Westerlies turn clockwise, the Northeasterlies
and Northerlies seem to rotate counter-dockwise (tMs effect is stilI more apparent
with a 12-branch rose). If the surface values are reliable, this means that there is
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— weak winds: black area V 3.3 m/s.
— moderate winds: dotted area 3,4 V

11.0 m/a
— strong winds: hatched area V 11.1 m/s,

a thermal wind effect wfflch compensates the frictional veering. By definition, cold
advection decreases the veering of the wind (this applies to Northeasterlies and
Northerlies) while warm advecdon increases tMs veering (tMs applies to Souther
lies, Southwesterlies and Westerlies). Thus these consideradons infer a therntal
wind from the Northwest sector, and this conclusion is supported by distribudon
maps of the average upper temerature, such as those in Guterman & Hanevskoi
(1963).

As there is no strong difference between the roses at 500 m and 1000 m, the
turning of the wind evidently occurs mainly in the first 500 meters of the atmosphere
and this may be taken as ao esdmate of the mean height of the boundary layer.

The wind velocity distribution was also taken into account in the wind roses,
the data being divided into three groups: light (V 3.3 m/s), moderate (3.4 V
11.0 m/s) and strong winds (V 11.1 m/s), as was done by Venho (1963). The
present data contain a large majority of moderate winds (80 %), while in Venho’s

‘5,,,

25%

Fig. 6. Surface wind rose for the Utö data (250 Fig. 7. Climatological wind rose for vdntertime
observations). The concentric dashed circles (1931—1960) at Utö. For explanation see cap
indicate the frequency of occurrence. tion of figure 6. (after Venho 1963).
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Fig. 8. Wind rose for z = 500 m (250 observa
tions). For explanation see caption of figure 6.

data their proportion is only 56 %. Thus, our data are not biased by the influence
of too weak or too strong wind conditions. A better insight into the wind velocity
distribution is obtained by subdividing the whole set of data into seven velocity
groups (V < 4 m/s; 4 V < 8 m/s; 8 V < 11 m/s; 11 V < 15 m/s; 15
V < 19 m/s; 19 V < 23 m/s and V 23 m/s). The corresponding frequency
curves were drawn for surface winds, 500-m-Ievel winds and 1000-m-level winds
(Fig. 9). The surface wind eurve shows a marked maximum (50 %) for the velocity
range 4—8 m/s. This agrees with the value 6.7 m/s given by Kolkki (1969) for the
average wind velocity in winter at Utö between 1931 and 1950. No significant &ffe
rence is apparent hetween the frequency distributions for the 500-m and 1000-m
leveis. Thus, this supports our previous choice of the 500-m level as a mean boundary
Iayer height.

In the following, the approach wilI he to define simple parameters relating con
ditions close to the surface to conditions in the upper free stream. Obviously, our
choice wil he limited by the small number of parameters available — wind velo
city, wind direction, the estimate of stability conditions close to the water surface
and the presence or absence of sea ice.

Two simple descriptive parameters are the velocity ratio R and the wind turning
Aa, defined as:

R(z) V5/V(z) (4)

(5)

3 127800057D
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Fig. 9. Wind velocity frequency distribution for 3 leveis.
Crosses (+) for surface winds, circles fo) for 500-m winds and

triangles () fot 1000-m winds.

If is chosen to be the height at which geostrophicity is reallzed, then R relates
the surface wind to geostrophic wind and Aa represents the turning of the wind
within the boundary layer. Äs variabies, one can choose the above-mentioned para
meters, Le. the wind velocity at height h, which represents the geostrophic
forcing of the boundary Iayer, the wind direction, which includes the dependence
on both thermal stability (cf. fig. 5) and barodlinicity (cf. Figs. 6 and 8), the surface
Richardson number Ri,, which estimates stabiity conditions close to the water
surface, and the type of sea surface, which is a measure of both roughness and sta
bility.

The limited amount of data prevents a refined classification, since only larger
groups can be representative. Firstly, the whole set of data may be divided into
2 main groups: opernvater conditions or sea ice conditions. The former group may
then be divided into 2 subgroups according to Ri,: either Ri, 0 (unstable cases)
or Ri,> 0 (stable cases); the rmaining group of sea-ice conditions may be cx
pected to represent mainly near neutral stability conditions, as the ice surface tem
pefature is very closely related to air temperature. Then, each of these 3 basic groups
may be divided into 6 subgroups according to surface wind direction. Some sub
jectivity has been introduced in the choice of the range of these direction groups,
by using geographical origin and the distribution of the observation points of fig.
5. The groups are:
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;) 10 a, 800 winds from continental Finland, very unstahle,
ii) 81° a8 110°, ‘&inds from the Gulf of Finland, unstable;

iii) 111° a, 170°, winds from Esthonia, near-neutral;
iv) 171° a 240°, winds from the Balt;c Proper stable,

v) 241° as 290°, winds from Sweden, stable;

vi) 291° & 360°, winds from the Ärchipeiago, unstable. . ‘.

The stabiity classification mentioned for each direction group refers only to the
mean trend of the said group, but, of course, runs with different stabiity may occur
within the same gioup. finaily, each of these 3 x 6 groups may be divided accor
ding to the strength of the geöstrophic wind, assumed to be reached at 500 m.
Thus, a weak wind group (V 10 m/s) and a strong wind group (V500 10
m/s) are created

4.2. THE WIND VELOCITY RATIO

Values of R( = 500) for various arrangements according to a8, Ri3, V (500) and
the state of the sea are shown in Table 3, and the variations with the surface wind
direction a, are iliustrated in Fig. 10. Ät frst sight there appears to be great varia
bility with a large scatter, and some significance is lost owing to the small amount
of observations in celtain cells. However, an attempt can he made to explain the
values obtained and to compare them with the results of previous research.

The overail mean 0.745 falis between the vaiu 0.7 given by Gordon (1950)
for the ratio V(15)/V(600) over the North Atlantic and the value 0.8 obtained
by Findlater et al. (1966) for the ratio V(18)JV(900 mb) at the ocean weather sta
tion 1 and J. Hasse & Wagner (1971) also obtained values of the ratio R = V(10)/Vg
between 0.7 and 0.8 for values of the geostrophic wind V, within the range
10—20 m/s. Äs has been noted in ali earliei studies, we find that the ratio is gene
rally higher for weak 500-m winds (V500 10 m/s). The dependence of R on a,
was also investigated for two other choices of the boundary layer height, namely
300 and 800 ui The former might. conespond better, to very stable cases and, the
latter to slight convection conditions. The general trend of the. curves does , not
change basically with h, except in some cases whre the amount of data is too srnall.

An important point is the assessment of thermal stabiiity effects., The ovral1
means show a continuous increase of R from stable oper-water ,conditions, (0.679)
through ice conditions (0.766) to unstable open-water conditions (0.782). This
resuh is expected (see, e.g., Roll (1965), who quotes values for th ratio V/VU
varying from 0.55 to 0.8 when the air-sea temperature difference Ta•Tw varies
rbm +4°C to —8°C), since stahle wind profiies’ show a stronger shear than uns
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TABLE 3. The ratio R500 as a function 0ff a,, Ri,, V500 and the state of the sea. The fgures are
mean values with their standard deviations (4-) and the number of cases (figures at the right of the

solidus).

SEA Ris V5OO O<a9<SO 81<a,<109 11O<a<17OI 171<a,<240 241a3<29O 291<a,36O Oa,-<360

>0

ALL

<0

ÄLL

<10
>10
ALI

<10
>10
ALI

<10
>10
ALI

<10
>10
ALI

.57±.0 /1

.70±.0 /1

.64±07/2

.84+ .42/5

.71±.13/6

.77±.31/11

.85±35/22

.70±.13/21

.78±27/43

.84±.36/28

.70± .12/28

.77±.28/56

.80±18/2

.80±.18/2

.83±08/4

.69±04/2

.78±09/6

.90±.16/5

.76±.11/4

.82±.15/9

.84±14/9

.74±11/5

.80±14/15

.92±20/3

.90±.0 /1

.91 ± .17/4

1.21±.0 /1
.71±.0 /1
.96±.25/2

.99±21/4

.81±13/2

.93±20/6

.96±.30/12

.60±.13/14

.76± .29/26

.97±.15/5

.70±.11/4

.85±.19/9

1.41±49/4
.69±18/7
.95± .48/11

1.05 ±.37/21
.64±.1 5/25
.83±.34/46

.67±.19/10

.55±13/14

.60±.17/24

.86±.26/5

.63±.19/5

.74±.26/10

.84±.18/10

.64±.25/6

.77±.23/16

.78±22/25

.59± .18/25

.68±22/50

.69±10/6

.62± .14/9

.65±.13/15

.67±.26/6

.59±.13/10

.62±.19/16

.76±.20/17
,70±,17/21
.72±.19/38

.73±20/29

.65±.16/40

.68±18/69

.79±27/31

.59±.13/38

.68±.23/69

.84± .28/28

.66±.15/28

.75±24/56

.87+.33/57

.70±.16/60

.78±.27/117

.84±.30/116

.66±16/126

.74±.26/242

0.6

0.7

ao
0.9

1

1.0

0.6

0.7

•‘

30’ 60’ 90’ 120’ 150’ 160’ 210’ 240’ 270’ 300’ 330’ 0’

0.6

fig. 10. Dependence of the ratio R (500) on the surface wind
direction a3. + 4-, sea-ice cases; o———o, unstable

cases; ± ±, stable cases.

table ones. As can he seen in fig. 10, this is true whatevei the wind direction, the
only exception being the group (291°—360), where R (ice) < R (stahle). The three
curves show the same pattern, with smaller values for R ja the groups (241°—290°),
(291°—360°) and (0°—80°). Äs these groups reptesent opposite conditions of sta
bility (2410•2900 and 291°—-360°) and opposite condkions of surface roughness
(241°—290° and 00800), it is probabie that the ohserved trends are due to baroclini
city, which is ari ever-present phenomenon, as was pointed out in the discussion
of the wind roses.

Äccording to Frost (1948), the ratio of surface to geostrophic wind has the form:

V5/VgtZ0 Vg)m/tI2) (6)
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where is the roughness Iength and rn a stability parameter. According to Frost’s
(1948) and Charnock’s (1955) studies, it appears that is proportional to V, SO

that expression (6) reduces to:

V5/Vg =AtVg)°’ (7)

TABLE 4. Regression values of the coefficient m and A for three different sampies of data. r is
the correlation coefflcient.

V500 (m/s)

Fig. 11. Dependence of the ratio R on the wind velocity V500. The data correspond to the mean
values of each different group in Table 3. The curves represent the best regression fit for the three
stability stratffication. + +, ice cases; 0—— —0, unstable cases; t, stable cases.

where A is a proportionality coefficient. Expression (7) is illustrated in Fig. 11,
where the empirical points are the mean values of the groups in Table 3. From
these data, nonlinear regression curves can be obtained for the three different sam
pies corresponding to ice, stable and unstable cases. The numerical values are shown
in Table 4.
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It is diflcu1t to compare these values for rn with those of frost, as he usecl the lapse
rate between the surface and the 900-mb level as the relevant stabulity parameter,
whereas the present Richardson number describes stability only iii the close vicinity
of the surface. Findiater et aL (1966) quoted rn 0.2 for the median value of the

temperature lapse rate at sea (7.3°C/km). The median value of the air-sea tempera
ture differences (T0—T) of the present data is •2.2°C, i.e. also slightly on the
unstable side. Frost made rn increase from 0.17 for unstable conditions (lapse of

10°C/km) to 0.3 for isothermal conditions; thus we obtain the sanie increase of

the coefficient iii with increasing stabifity. The group of data for ice conditions
lies between the two open-sea cases, but possibly closer to the unstable case, which
would agree with the observadon made in connecdon with Fig. 3.

Fig. 12 shows the mean verticai proifies of the velocity ratia R for the three
different stabihty classes, including ali directions. The proifies are not completely
smooth as the number of avaflable data decreases upwards from 500 m. The curves
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for the lowest 500 m are, however, rather significant since the amount of observa
tions is constant for the six first leveis (including the allernometer level). The height
of the friction layer (Le. the layer where the wind ranges from %ero to its free stream
value) can be seen to vary, showing a shallower value for the stable case (the mmi
mum of R is stili more apparent for the subgroup 1710•2400, which is the most
stable). These pioifies also support our assumption that the wind has reached geo
strophic equilibrium at = 500 m. Another interesting feature is the sloping of
ali the R profiles above 800 m, which indicates the presence of thermal wind effects.
A general trend is a decrease of R with increasing height.

4.3 WIND VEERING

The data were classified in the same subgroups as those used in section 4.2, in order
to try to explain the variations of the turning of the wind between the surface and

SEA Ri,

TABLE 5. The turning of the wind Aa5 (in degrees) ao a function of the state of the sea, stability,
wind direction and wind velocity at 500 m. For explanation see caption of Tahle 3.

13.1
H

13.1
L)

V500 0 °a s0’ 810a,fO91100a17O 0°a8360

10—32±0 /1
> 0>10— 5±0 /1

.LL— 18±13/2

10 17±12/5 31±6 /3
ALL>10 8±10/6 18±0 /1

ALL 12±12/11 28± 7/4

10 2±23/22 —22± 0/1
0 >10 6±16/21 18± 0/1

ALL 4±20/43 — 2±20/2

10 4±23/28 18±23/4
ALL>10 6±15/28 18± 0/2

ALL 5±20/56! 18±19/6

52±11/2

52±11/2

20±14/4
15±11/2
18±14/6

— 3±27/3
13±14/4
6±22/7

19±28/9
14±14/5
17±23/15

41±21/1 2
26±21/14
33±22/26

12±17/5
25±14/4
17±17/9

20±12/4
16± 7/7
18±10/11

30±23/21
23±18/25
26±20/46

41 ± 14/1 0
40±18/14
41±16/24

35±7 /5
26±18/5
31±14/10

15±18/10
4±19/6

11 ± 19/16

29±19/25
29±23/25
29±21/ 50

35 ±25/31
29±21/38
31±23/69

17±25/28
17±14/28
17 ±21/5 6

7±21/57
8±14/60
8±18/117

17±26/ 116
16±19/126
17±22/242

16±23/6
19±14/9
18±18/15

— 1±42/6
16± 11/1 0
10±28/16

9±13/17
7±11/21
8±12/38

8±25/29
12±13/40
10±19/69
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Fig. 13. Dependence of the wind veering Aa (500) on the
surface wind direction cz3. ---—--——+, sea-ice cases; o———o,

unstabte cases; å ±, stable cases.
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the 500-m level, taken as the top of the boundary iayer. The probiem of the deter
mination of the tuining of the wind is a very important one in general and essential
in the case of ice-drift studies.

Values of Aa (500) for various classes of surface, stability, wind velocity and
wind direction are presented in Table 5, and iliustrated in Fig. 13. From these it
appears that the veering angle has a great depeodence on wind direction and sta
biity but no clear correlation with wind velocity. The angie ;vas sometimes not
even smaiier with steonger winds, which indicates that barochnicity probabiy has
a disturbing effect. The overail mean of 16.6° is somewhat higher than the values
obtained by Findiater et al. (1966) at ships 1 and J (7° and 9° respectiveiy) and higher
than those reported hy MendenhaU (1967) from Johnston Isiand (4°) and ship N
(2°), though smalier than his value from Swan Isiand (21°). The average value for
ali water situations (16,4°), including ali stabihty conditions, is nearly equal to the
ice condition value (17.1°). However, the scatter of the individual veering values
is wide and the standard deviation is generaliy greater than the mean. A not signi
ficant part of the observations, from 6 % (stabie) to 31 % (unstable), shows bacldng
of the wind at = 500 m (see Tabie 6).

TABLE 6. Frequency of occurrence of wind

Un,tabIe

bacldng according

‘cc

24% 14%
31% 14%

to heigbt

Stable

stability.

Ali

300 m 8% 17.5%
500 m 6% 20.0%

These values are in good agreement wi± Sheppaid et ai.’s (1952) observation that
in 30 % of cases the wind at 300 m was backed on the surface wind (their air-sea
temperature difference has a median vaiue of —0.8°C, i.e. slightly unstabie).

As expected, the veering angle Aa (500) is seen in Fig. 13 to be greatest for stabie
conditions and smallest for unstabie conditions, However, these trends are inverted
in the range (0°—-80°), where the stabie wind shows backing. This direction range
corresponds to winds blowing from Finland, i.e. from ovet a surface that is gene
raily much coidei. The coid advection imphed by these winds wili cause a counter
ciockwise rotation, wbch has been found to he as strong as 70° (Hoxit, 1974) and
can easlly explain our observed value. Our data do not show any clear relation

between Aa50, and wind velocity at = 500 m, the only observabie trend is a dec
rease of the seatter wind increasing veiocity.

Fig. 14 shows the vertieai distribudon of wind veering for stable, unstable and
ice situations. As in the figure illustrating the vertical variations of the wind velo
eity ratio, the three proifies are elearly distinet from each other, with strong veering
in the lowest 200 min stabie conditions and a smali angie neariy constant with height
for unstabie situations. Aithough the overali mean proifies show no trend at upper

and
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leveis, the piofiles for the specic direction groups show a more or less linear trend
above 500 m, this variation being positive or negative according to the group.
However, no clear correlation could he found between the signs of the upper trends
of R and Aa in the same direction groups.
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2000- 01+
1 1

1
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Fig. 14. Mean vertical profiles of the veering
angle 4a for three different stratifications.
+ +, ice (56 runs) 0 0, unstable

(117 runs) t, stahle (69 runs).
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5. COMPUTATION OF THE PROPERTIES OP BAROCLINIC
BOUNDARY LAYERS

5.1. ASSUMPTIONS AND THEORY

The parameteriaation of boundary layer properdes, such as the surface stress or
the cross-isobaric angle, requires quantitative knowledge of their dependence on
the various possible conditions occurring in the nature (wind velocity, thermal
stability and barocliaicity). The influence of baroclinicity, in particular, seems to
require attendon, since on many occasions in the previous secdons we have noted
its probable disturbing effect on the behaviour of the actual boundary layer.

A major probiem encountered at the start is the lack of information on the hori
zontal temperature distribution in the lowest layer of the atrnosphere. We are thus
obliged to make some assumptions in order to estimate the degree of barocinicity.
The shape of the wind proffle may he assurned to he mainly determined by surface
roughness and thermal stability in the lowest kilometre of the atmosphere. Above
that height, the effect of these two factors is probably small, and baroclinicity is
the dominant factor. A common assumption is that the geostrophic shear is con
stant with height (this is supported by the shape of the upper part of our profiles,
e.g. Fig. 12). This makes it possihle to determine the surface geostrophic wind by
extrapolating the upper actual wind values down to the surface. The common way
of determining the geostrophic wind, which follows from its definition, is to use
the surface pressure synoptic charts. However, even nowadays, this method is vety
hazardous, since a small error in the drawing of the isobars can lead to a major error
in the geostrophic wind value. This is even truer with old synoptic charts related
to the present set of data, where the observation station network is sparse and the
measurements less reliable than now.

Accordingly, we shall assume that the wind is geostrophic at = 2000 m and
use the so-called ageostiophic method (Johnson 1962) to estimate the surface wind
stress. The level chosen was much higher than the average of 500 m obtained from
the actual wind proifies, because, although equilibrium seems to be reached at that
height, geostrophic adjustrnent occurs only at higher leveis (especially in unstable
conditions, where the phenomenon of entrainment involves large stress values at
the top of the boundary layer). Moreover, the thicher layer given by the choice
of II = 2000 m allows a hetter estimate of 3V0/0r.

As is usual, the boundary layer is assumed to he stationary (this assumpdon
accords better with average than with individual proifies), 50 that the equations of
motion are:

(8)

p t(UUg) (9)
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where x = r i + t,, is the wind stress vector, p the air density,f the Coriolis
parameter, and (u, v) and (U,V) the longitudinal and lateral components of the
actual and geostrophic wind respectively.

With the x-axis oriented along the surface wind (i.e. the wind at anemometer
height), we have the following Iower boundary conditions:

Txz=T0 ‘ TyzO at z=z0 (10)

For the upper boundary condition, both stress components are assumed to vanish
at the height = EI,

TxHTVH1O (11)

Then, when equations (8) and (9) are integrated from the surface to the height H,
they become:

T0=PfJ0tVVg)dZ (12)

0 PfJ0’(UUg)dZ (13)

Equation (13) wiIl be an useful constraint for assessing the geostiophic wind profile
needed to compute our basic unknown r0.

As said before, we assume that the vertical variation of the geostrophic wind
is linear, i.e. Ug = UL,o + S and V0 = V,0 + S , where U0 and V0
are the surface geostrophic wind components, and the siopes of the cornponents
are expressed by the constant terms S,. 8U,/ and S,, Replacing
these terms in (13), we get:

fH

J 0udZJ0UgodZ+J0 Sz

fu dz =H, tU9o+--S H1)

The integral of the left-hand side can be calculated by pianimetry or by simple in
tegration on a computer of the profile data, so the unknown is the longitudinal
component of the surface geostrophic wind U,0. The geosttophic shear S is also
unknown, but the assumption of linearity gives:

= (Ugi — Ug&/Hj

with U, ii = H). Then we have.
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Ugo

fHi
dzUgi (14)

The lowest point of intersection of the linear geostrophic wind profile and the

observed u-profiie determines a level Z at which r1,. 15 at a maximum, since x
increases up to this heigiit and then decreases in the interval between Z and H,

to a value of zero at = H (Johnson 1962). Integrarion of equations (8) and (9)

from the surface to this height Z yields:

tZ*

‘r0=—pfJ tVVg dz (15)

T*yz= Pff(Ug)dz (16)

Äs both the u- and U0-profiles are known, so is the integral on the right-hand

side of equation (16). On the other hand, the semi-empirical parameterization of

the vertical stress components gives:

—KTxz=Kmj ‘ m

The idendty of the eddy diifusivity coefficient Km in the two components rnay he

justified ftom tensorial invariance consideradons or from the results of a higher

order model of turbulence (Monin 1965). We can then write

Km Txz/0 Tyz/(’d/ÖZ)

This equality is also true at Z*,

KTz/tÖu/Öz) Tz/ttV/öZ) (17)

The term j known from (16), the siopes of the u and ii proifies at = Z are

determined graphically and then v” is obtained fiom (17).
Besides, substitution of (12) in (15) gives

TzPfftv.Vg) dz (18)

With our assumption ofa constant thermalwind (V, V0 + S and S, = const.),

(18) takes the form

z i’[f1 dzvgotHiz*)svtHz*2)] (19)
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After subsdtution of (17), (16) and S,, (V—V0)/H in (19), we obtain the
following expression for the lateral component of the geostrophic wind:

fv dz (H—ZO2)
— [()* ()*] fZtu

— Ug) dz

20
/ (H1+Z) ( )

2H1

Once V is known, the V-profiIe is known and so the computation of the surface
stress is straightforward, with the aid of (12)

To Pf[fV dz —H(V90 + + S, H1)] (21)

From these three quantities other important and interesting quantities can he computed.
One of them is the so-called cross-isobar angle a0, which exptesses the deviation
of the surface wind from the surface geostrophic wind. It is defined as follows:

ao=tan4(.9—0) (22)

In modelling ice drift, the simplest parameteriaation of the wind stress is through
a drag coefficient C4 or a geostrophic drag coeffident C g in the expressions

;=pCdV (23)

TØPCgG (24)

where G0 = (U0 + V0)’Is. We can then compute Cd and C if we know r, the
surface wind or the surface geostrophic wind. These coefficients, which basically
represent the surface roughness, may also vary with wind velocity itself and with
thermal stability, but although abundant empirical data have been compiled for
these variations, some disagreement stili exists about the results. This may he due
to the fact that the field measurements are representative only of the vety place
where they have been carried out, and moreover it is difflcult to compare the condi
tions of inhomogeneity, nonstationarity and baroclinicity between one place and
another.

One of the basic parameters used in the classification of the observation data
was a measure of thermal stability consisting of a surface Richardson number Ri,.
Lettau (1962) derived an expression for the Richardson number without knowledge
of the vertical temperature distribution. This rests on the assumption that vertical
heat convection balances horizontal temperature advection, i.e.
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u+v=-a öø
ox Öy

where KT is a coefficient of thermal eddy diffusivity. The omission of the time
variation of the temperature may be justifled when average data are taken, so that
the variation is smoothed out. Ä precise derivation of the expression for the Ric
hardson number centred at a height can he found in Johnson (1962), here we
shall merely consider the final resuit:

(Ug Vgo’UgoVgi)
Ri = Kf

(T0/p)3’2
(25)

where K is the Von Karm&n constant ( 0.4) and the expression between parenthesis
is the advectional term. Computation of the Richardson number given by equation
(25) will serve to check the agreement with our defined surface Richardson number.
In the computation, we shall take (, )‘/ 5.5 m as the level at which Ri,
is centred.

5,2. RESULTS Of THE COMPUTÄTIONS

The computational procedure presented in section 5.1 was applied to 14 selected
mean profiles differentiated by stability and surface wind direction. The hodographs
of these 14 profiles are shown in Pig. 15 with the computed thermal wind vector.
The geostrophic wind vector also represented in these hodographs will be defined
in section 7.1. The computed geostrophic wind and the observed wind profileswere
in close agreement above 1000 m, thus supporting the assurnptions made. Of course,
a larger amount of observation data would have smoothed the actual wind proflles
and thus improved possibilities for comparison and for the assessment of, for ins
tance, the geostrophfc adjustment height.

The results of the computation of the different parameters presented in the
ptevious section are given in Table 7. The cross-isobar angle values a0 show the
expected decreasing trend from large values in stahle conditions (mean = 27.2°)
through ice condition values (slighty stable) with a mean of 20.6° to smaller values
iii unstable conditions.
The drag coefficient and surface stress values show a large scatter, and in some
cases they are very unlikely. On one occasion, the surface stress even takes a negative
value, thus indllcating a momentum transfer from the sea surface towards the atmos
phere. These values will be dealt with in more detail iii. the next section.
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Fig. 15. Hodographs of the 14 selected mean
profiles: a) stable conditions b) sea-ice Situa

tions c) unstable conditions. VT is the tliermal
wind vector for the Jayer (O—Hj, V ,, the
geostrophic wind at z = h (see section 7.1).

Comparison between the two Richardson numbers (obtained in two independent
ways) shows the following:

— Lettau’s method (eq. 25) does not work in stahle conditions as it gives nega
tive values of Ri . This can be expected, since in stable conditions convective activity
is negligible, so the balance assumed in the derivation of eq. (25) is not valid.

— There is very good agreement between Ri, and . for untab1e conditions
in the range 17103600

— The contradiction between Ri, and . for the group (00•800) in unstable
conditions is probably connected with the unrealistic values of the drag coefficients
and stress (the cross-isobar angle is also too large).
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— In ice situations the mean value of Ei. for ali direction g;oups indicates an
overali stable case. This is in contradiction to the conclusion reached ja sections 3
and 4.2. Perhaps a more suitable conclusion as regards the governing stahulity con
dition in a sea-ice situadon is that it is near-neutral.

One can of course wonder whether the results are sensitive to the choice of H.
This was not the case as long as the upper parts of the profiles were smooth. In a
few cases, the two or three upper wind values were deleted, since a decrease in the
number of availabie data led to a marked kink in the mean profile. The resulting
vaiue of the upper height of intcgradon is reported in Tabie 7. Äs to the very high
vaiue of Cd or x0 found for the (00•800) direction group in unstable conditions, it
originates from the computation of the u-profile siope at Z’ (cf. eq. 17), which
was very small iii that case and thus liable to great uncertainty. However, it is also
evident from the hodograph that this profile was profoundly disturbed and far
from the conventionai Ekman spiral. In this connection, one can also notice that
the magnitude of deformation of the hodographs from theoretical Ekman sphais

is propordonal to the strength of the thermai wind and that the axis of deformation
corresponds well to the thermal wind direction.

Ihere is another factor affecting the quality of the iesults, namely, the fact that
second-order quantities are not linear with respect to the operation of averaging, i.e.

V2 V2

Thus the use of average profiles in our computations will lead to smaller values for
the drag coefBcients.

TABLE 7. Various parameters computed for different stratffications. N is the numbcr oE proifies
included in the mean, V, (in m/s) the surface wind velocity, G0 (mis) the surface geostrophic wind
velocity, a0 the cross-isobar angle, .da500 the wind veering angle at 500 m, Cd the drag coefflcient,
C, the geostrophic drag coefficient, r0 (Dynes/cm2) the surface stress, Ri, the Richardson number
deflned by equation (25), 1J the mean surface Richardson number deflned by eq. (3) and H the

upper height of fntegration (in metres).

SEA WAIER WAIER
STABLE ICE UNSTABLE

DIRE
171’— 241°— 291°— 0°— 81°— 110’— 171°— 241°— 291°— 0’— 110’— 171’— 241°— 291°—

GROUPS 240° 290° 360’ 80° 109° 170° 240’ 290° 360’ 80° 170° 240’ 290° 360°

N
v
G0
a0
Ja500
Cdx 103
Cx 10

Ri,

26 24 15
7.7 6.9 7,0
9.4 11.5 9.4

27.6° 37.0° 17.0°
33.0° 40.6°; 17.7°

0.49 59! 0.92
0.33 0.57, 0.51
0.35. 0.90 0.54

—1.65 —0.12 0.02
0.20 0.20 0.09

2 000 1 500 2 000

4 6
7.5 6.7 8,9
8.2 10.2 13.6

16.0° 21.9° 15.1°
12.0°; 27.7° 18.5°
0.36; 1.82! 1.64
0.31 0.79! 0.69
0.24’ 1.00! 1.55
2.08 0.01 —0.26

1 800; 20001 2000

10 16
7.3 7.2 7.1

10.4 9.4 10.8
18.5% 30.0° 22.4°
17.5°! 30.8° 9.8°
0.07 0.81 3.18
0.03! 0.47 1.36

•0.04! 0.50 1.92
7.50—0.37 0.15

2 000 1 900 2 000

43 9’ 11 16
7.7 9.9 7.8 7.2
12.11 12.2 9.2 9.6

33.7°’ 19.3° 12.5° 14.3°
4.2° 6.3° 17.6° 11.1°

10.27 4.94 0.93 3.12
4.18: 3.26 0.66, 1.75
7.34 5.86 0.68! 1.92
0.04 —0.03 —0.48 —0.20

—0.85—0.30 —0.48 —0.10
2 000 2 000 2 000 2 000

38
8.8

10.6
2.3°
7.7°
1.08
0.74
1.00

—0.39
—0.43
2 000
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53. INTRTNSIC EFFECT OF BAROCLTNTCTTY T

We shall now try to estimate the effect of baroclinicity alone on the structure of the
atmospheric boundary layer. It is well known that the main factor determiningthe
effect of the thermal wind, apart, of course from its magnitude, is ks orientation
relative to surface isobars or actual wind.

With the assumption of constant geostrophic shear, we obtained, in section 5.1,
the components of thetherma1 wind denoted by S,, and S ,,, where 5,. is the projection
of the thermal wind VT on an x-axis aligned with the surface wind and 5 is its
normal component in a direct rotation of the axis. Actually, 5,. and 5,, should be
multiplied by a factor corresponding to the depth of the layer for which VT 15 cal
culated in order to have the real thermal wind. Prom these data we obtain the modiilus

S of the thermal wind and its direction aT taken as the direction from which it

blows as in normal meteorological practice. We also compute the angle fi, (aT—a j
between the surface wind and thermal wind, measuied clockwise from the direction
of the former to the direction of the latter; the angle between the surface geostrophic
wind and thermal wind, o = (aT—asoQ), which is the angle measured clockwise
from the direction of the wind at = 500 m to the direction of the thermal wind
in the Iowest 2 km or so. These quantities are represented schematically in Fig. 16.

Yt

x
-7

Fig. 16. Schematic reptesentation of the different angle con
eepts used.

5 127800055D
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The values for each direction and stability group are given lii Table 8. With the
axis chosen, a warm advection occurs when the angle op is in approximately the range
(00, 180°), with a maximurn at = 900, whereas there is a cold advection for values
of in the range (1800, 360°), which reaches its maximum when ip = 270°.

TABLE 8. Various baroclinicity parameters as functions of wind direction group and thermal
stability. N is the number of runs; S,, S0 and S, the two components and the modulus of the
thermal wind respectively; op = (ar’

— 0500); . = — tan—’ (SJS,); 01 = (a ± 1,); = — a0).

SEA WÄTER WATER

1
STAELE IcE UNSTAELE

171’— 241’— 291°— 0°— 81°— 110°— 171°— 241°— 291°— 0’— 110°— 171°— 241°— 291°,—
GROUPS 240° 290° 360° 80° 109° 170° 240° 290° 360° 80° 170° 240° 290° 360

N 15 16 43’ 9; 11 16 38
S,xlO’ 0,81 0.25 —0.97 0.52 0.69 —1.54 1.98
S0x 10’ —0.20 1.64 4.19 —2.06 —1.44 —2.10 —1.67
55 x 10’ 0.83 1.66 4.30 2.12 1.60 2.60 2.59
01 .... 342° 251° 285%207°; 268°p 26°; 18°

14°

279° 257% 76°; 64°’ 126°, 40°

356°

269° 253°! 69°! 47° 115°; 32°

3570

333 257° 223°I 57°I 52°I 112°; 38°

If we average the values obtained for the intensity and direction of the therrnai
wind ovet ali the groups, we get:

= (2.45 1.15) X 10- 51

= 325.8° ± 61°

Guterman & Hanevskoi (1963) have published maps of the mean temperature
distribution at different pressure leveYs for each month of the year averaged over
the period 1950—1956. From these naps we can determine the horizontal tempera
ture gradient ovet the study area and thus compute the thermal wind. Taking the
level 850 mli for the months of February and March, we obtain mean values of
S0 1.02 X 10-’ s-’ and a1 316°. The agreement is very good for the direction
of the mean thermal wind, but in our sample its magnitude is rnuch greater. This
may lie explained by the fact that the temperature field orientation is mainly charac
terized by its zonal distribution, whereas its intensity varies greatly and may have
large values in the case of strong perturbations. Of course, these values are also
affected by inaccuracies in the drawing of the maps. In any case, this rather good
agreement between the oliserved climatological thermal wind fleld and the computed
mean fleld of our data gives some support for the general validity of the assumptions
used in its computation.

26! 24’
—0.61—0.51
—1.46 —0.28

1.58 0.58
328° 60°
113° 151°

80° 110°
85°! 114°

11 4 6! 9 10
3.22 —3.73 —3.85—2.85 1.57’
0.64 1.56 —0.60 0.65 —1.61
3.28, 4.05, 3.89 2.92, 2.25
16° 292°. 326°; 350; 308°

349° 203°! 171°; 193° 46°
337° 175° 153°! 175° 15°

181°; 156H 175°! 16°
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An attempt can now be made to express the results of section 5.2 for the wind

stress and drag coefficients as a function of the baroclinicity parameters S0, /3,, /3
orp.

The dependence on is the easiest to interpret lii terms of thermal wind, but as

the surface geostrophic wind or even the actual surface wind are more easily available

from the usual roudne forecasts or observations, the dependence on fl or /3, might

he more useful. Howevet, the change fiom one to another does not greatly affect

the general aspect of the curves. The cross-isobar angle a, is shown in fig. 17a and

b as a function of and respectively.

The interpretation of these curves is somewhat difficult since there are only 14 empiri

cal points; moreover the effects of baroclinicity and stability are superimposed on

each other, and, in addition, each of them has a different magnitude for each point.

However, it is possible to distinguish a sine-like trend with smaller values of a0 for

warm air advection cases (i.e. p= (0°, 180°)) and larger values for cold air advection.

Since the points corresponding to a stable state (shown by an arrow in the figures)

have very large values, the whole curve a0 = F (ip ot j9) should then probably be

shifted upwards. for cases of parallelism ( 0°) or antiparallelism ( 1800) of

the actual flow with the thermal wind, the observed points are close to the overali

mean value of = 20.5°. Thus, in conclusion, the effcct of baroclinicity on the

cross-isobaric angle appears as a sine-function with an ampiitude of approximately

a)

0 ÷ +

50

40

30

20

—
i —

270 360

b

+

fig. 17. Variation of the cross-isobar angle with a) the angle
between the thermal wind and the wind at 500 on, b) the angle
between the thermal wind and the surface geostrophic wind.
Triangles are for stahle conditions, crosses for ice situations
and open circles for unstable conditions. The arrows point the
vety stable mean runo. The dashed curves represent the corres

ponding results of Hoxit (1974).
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15°. The nodal points are separated by a r-phase and correspond to the alignment
of the thermal wind along or against the actual wind. These results agree with results
obtained theoreticaiiy by Ärya & Wyngaard (1975) with a higher-order closure
model (cf. their fig. 10), by Thompson (1974) with a simpie model of the baroclinic
well-mixed iayer and empiricaIIy by Bernstein (1973) and by Hoxit (1974). As mentio
ned before, the two curves ofFig. 17a and 17b are very similar, they can he superimpo
ned before, the two curves of Fig. 17a and 17b are very similar, they can be super
imposed through a translation of magnitude a0 for the warm air advecdon range and
of magnitude -a0 for the cold air advection range. If a sine-function is fitted roughly
by eye to oui observation points, 0 reaches a minimum for o 50° or 60°
and a maximum for v 240° or 220. These values agree quite ciosely with
Hoxit’s (1974) Indings: v 45° and fl 65° for the minimum and 245° and

210° for the maximum of a0. The empirical curve of Hoxit is also plotted in
Fig. 17, but with an overail downward shift of 20° from his mean value of 40° to
our mean value of 20° for better comparison of the resuits. There is similar agree
ment with the studies of Ärya & Wyngaard, Thompson and Berostein, where j, is
used instead as the variahle.

It is obvious that the ampiltude of the variation of a0 with baroclinicity depends
on the magnitude S0 of barodlinicity itself. Äs suggested in the studies quoted above,
a family of sioe curves shouid he obtained having a varying ampiitude (proportional
to S0) but with the same period (i.e. the same nodal points at 0° and 180°). Un
fortunately, our data are too restricted and do not represent enough values of S0 to
reveal the curves possibly distinguishabie according to S0. However, some remarks
cia be made with respect to some individual points. There are two points with a
large value of S0 (S0 x 10 > 4): the one having a value of = 1750 (i.e. close to
the nodal point) does not show any great departure from the mean value, whereas
the other has = 253° (i.e. close to the maximum due to cold air advection) and is
clearly larger than ali the other observadon points, although it corresponds to an
unstable situation, which shouid make it small. Most of the other points are around
2 x 10-, which may explain the reduced scatter. On the other hand, it is impossible
to compare our values of S with the corresponding parameter of the earlier studies,
since they use either the height of the welI-mixed convective boundary layer (Arya &
Wyngaard) or the Väisälä frequency characteristic of the stable capping Iayer (Thomp
son). However, reference to the previous empirical studies shows that the 12Z cu;ve
of Hoxit, which corresponds best to our set of data, has an amplitude of 17.5°, and
that Bernstein obtains a value close to 15°, which is in good agfeement with our
value.

One iast remark can be made concerning the cross-isobar angle of the surface
wind: our data seeni to suggest that stability can affect the curve a0 = F (fl0 or ?p)
by shifting the mean barotropic value around which baroclinicity makes a0 osdilate.
This interesting point is difficuit to verify, since previous studies do not consider
the effect of thermal stabulity separately but, instead, average over ali the data avail
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abie, regardless of thermai stability and aiso of surface roughness. According to the
data used, the situadons dealt with earlier are probably ali near-neutrai or unstabie.
Then our iarge values of a0 in stabie condidons may he expiained by the fact that
stabie stradficadon, by pioviding strong resistance to the barociinic effect, imposes
its iarge vaiue of a0. For instance, stabie stratification can be imagined to present
an effrctive barrier to the expected downward transport of additionai momentum
originadng from geostrophic shear (Hoxit 1974), which would normaiiy oppose
the fiow toward lower pressure, i.e. reduce the ctoss-isobar angie of the surface wind.
Similarly, convecdve activity produces zero-wind shear profiles in the weil-mixed
boundary layer, aithough barociinidty is present with strong geostropffic shear as
was shown by Arya & Wyngaard (1975). TMs is oniy a hypothesis, and it shouid
be verified theoredcaiiy and especiaiiy empiricaily with a larger amount of data, in
which thermai stability condidons are distinguished from barodbnicity conditions.

Next, we shall have a look at the behaviour of wind veering in the lowest haif
idlometre under baroclinic conditions. The variation of Aa (500) as a function of u
is plotted in Fig. 18. The striking feature is that the veering angie behaves in the
opposite way to the cross-isobar angie, having its maximum during warm air advec
don and its minimum in coid advecdon. TMs resuit is in accordance with those of
Hoxit (1974), obtained by processing nearly 23 000 radiosoundings.

4C 4Q

+ Å
+

2D ÷ +

÷ ÷

0’ 90’ iao’ 270’ 360’
‘1’

Fig. 18. Dependence of wind veering in the iowest 500 m on
the angle between the wind at 500 m and the thermai wind.
Triangles are for stahle cases, crosses for ice situations and open -

circles for unstable conditions.

As has been demonstrated by Sheppard et al. (1952), the eifeet of baroclinicity
is not limited to ks action on wind veering but it aiso changes the vertical shear
of the horizontal wind in the boundary iayer, which in turn modify the turbulent
transport of momentum and the stress profiles. This is illustrated in Fig. 19, wfflch
shows the effect of barociinicity on the surface stress normalized by the average
surface geostrophic wind of each group. The scatter of the data is greater than for
the previous cuiwes, which makes it hazardous to draw any line fitting these points.
However, the ratio r0/G0 seems to have a maximum in the range from j9 120°
to j9 300° (this last vaiue could as weli be 270° or 320°, as we Iack data in the range
(260°, 330°)); the ratio has a decreasing trend from this undefined iast value of fi to,
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- Fig. 19. Dependence of the surfaee stress normalized by the
- geostrophie wind on the angle hetween the surfaee isohar and

the thermal wincl in the lowest 2 km. Units are (dynes em°)f
(m see’). The dashed curve represents the eorresponding -

results of Hoxit (1974), -

90°, and then appears to rise again. For comparison, a similar curve obtained by
Hoxit (1974) is reproduced in Fig. 19. The two dependences have some common
features, but show no quandtauve agreement at ali, as Hoxit’s values for the
ratio are one order of magnitude larger than ours, except for two of our points
corresponding to unstable stability con&tions. Hoxit’stress values are in fact
rather high; they vary from 5.6 to 10.5 dynes cm2, whereas Johnson (1962), who
also used the geostrophic depatture method for stations iocated in the same
study area as Hoxit’s, obtained surface stress values in the range 0.64 to 3.44 dynes
cm-2, i.e. values comparable to the present ones obtained over an isiand-studded
sea. Any’.vay, both the present resuits and those of Hoxit show that the stress is
strongly dependent on the direction of the thermal wind, with larger values in coid
air advection situadons. -

-

Another measure of drag is the rado V,fG5, which is shown in Fig. 20. The
scatter of the observation points is remarkably smali and there is no distinct diifer
endadon due to thermal stability. The corresponding curve of Hoxit has also been
plotted in the figure for comparison. Hoxit’s curve has been representated with an
overali upward shift of 0.23 from his mean value of 0.51 to our mean vdue 0.74.
These two curyes are rather simiiar to Hoxit’s curve for the normalized downwind
surface stress shown in Fig. 19. The maximum now occurs in the region ciose to

= 0°. In other words, the addidonal downward momentum transfer induced by
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the geostrophic shear results, for a given geostrophic wind, in ari increase of the
surface wind speed and a slight decrease of the cross-isobar angle (cf. Fig. 17). This
shows that barotropic conditions do not correspond to a baroclinic case with a zero

fl angle.
Since the geostrophic drag coefficient C5 is afactor commonly used in boundary

Iayer parameterization, it is also interesting to observe its behaviour as a function
of the thermal wind direction. This is shown in Fig. 21, where 3 very high values of
C g for unstable conditions fail outside the order of magnitude of the majority of the
other values. This figure shows a clear variation of C with with a maximum at
j9 270° (cold air advection) and a minimum at 900.

Fig. 21. Dependence of the geostrophic drag coefficient on
the angle between the thermal wind and the surface isobars.
Triangles are for stable cases, .crosses for ice situations and

open circles for unstable cases.
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fig. 20. Dependence of the ratio V,/G0 on the thermal wind
direction with respect to surface isobars. Triangles are for
stable cases, crosses for ice situations and open circles for uns
tahle cases. The dashed curve represents Hoxit’s (1974) results.
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As to the drag coefficient C , its scatter is tremendous, but it has higher values
in the tange (120°, 270°) for fl°, thus resembling x0/G0. The fact that the drag coeffi
cient variadons are more difficuit to expiain than those of the geostrophic drag
coefficient is probabiy attributabie not only to the various assumptions made in the
derivation of these values, but to the uncertainties involved with the surface wind
(ali locai effects). This supports the earlier assumption of Lettau (1959) that the use
of C0 is more reliahle. Anyway, additionai data are needed to answer ali the unsoived
questions.

6. DRAG COEFFICIENTS AND SURFACE STRESS

Since this study was prompted by the need to parameterire surface stress for its
inclusion in the ice-drift modei, this section will be devoted to some aspects of this
prohlem.

The scatter of the values of C ; C, and r0 presented lii Table 7 may he reduced
by averaging them over ali the direction groups, so that mean values are obtained
for the three stratification groups, stable, unstahie and ice (see Table 9). The vaiues
obtained fail in the expected range of magnitude. An extensive literature exists on
the value of the drag coefficient (generaHy at reference height 10 m) over open water.
Measurements on ice fioes were initiated a few years ago, mainly at the insdgation
of the Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment (AIDJEX).

TABLE 9. Average values of drag and geostrophic drag coefficients and of surface stress (jo dynes
cm°). P7 ja the number of cases,

N CdxtO’ Cx1O’

Stahle 65 1.00±0.55 0,47±0,12 0.60±0.28
Tee 56 1.31±1.14 0.61±0.46 0.86±0.77
Unstable 117 4.07±3.80 1.56±0.74 3.36±3.04

The present values of C , C and r5 were obtained, after several assumptions,
from the ageostrophic mass flux in the iowest 2 kiometers of the atmosphere. Howe
ver, in assessments of the drag exerted by the surface, attendon is often restricted
to smali or micro-scaie turbuience, measurements being made with instruments
attached to a 10-ui or so mast. In this case, the two techniques generaHy employed
are the profile method and the eddy correiadon method. The common pracdce is
to choose = 10 m as the reference height, S0 that the relevant drag coefficient is
defined by the reladon.

= (uj V1 )2
(26)
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Äs the neuta1 wind profile is logarithmic close to the surface, a large arnount of
data exists for neutral or nearly neutral stability conditions, especially for the piofile
method.

Thermal stabiity may be taken into account by adding a function 0 of stabulity
to the neutral logarithmic law, so that

u(z) = (u/K) [in (z/z) + l (alLi] (27)

where u. is the friction velocity and L the so-called Monin-Obukhov stability
length. The strong dependence of this function 0 on the degree of stability (Busin
ger et al. 1971) and the fact that there is stiil some disagreement about its analytical
expression (Yaglom 1977) explain why neutral condftions have been favoured so far.

6.1. DRÄG COEFFICIENTS OVER WATER

Some of the principal results for the determination of C10 over the sea as a function
of V10 are shown in Fig. 22 from Smith & Banke (1975).

2

o
2

with Charnock’s (1955) formula; (2) Brocks

_______________________________________

& Kriigermeyer (1970); (3) 1-lasse (1968); (4)
0 5 10 15 20 Miller (1964); (5) Miyake et al. (1972); (6)

Sheppard et al. (1972). After Smith & BankeV10 (mis) (1975).

Älthough the dispersion of the individual measurements is great, the mean drag
coefficient values fail mainly between 1O- and 2 x 1O-.

As to the dependence on thermal stability, it has been shown that the drag coeffi
cient increases with the degree of instability.

Confirmation of the importance of the stabulity effect can be found in studies of
the state of the sea in relation to wind speed and the air-sea temperature difference.
For instance, Roll (1952) found that, for a given wind speed, the mean wave height
when (T—T) = —6.7°C is 22% greater than when (L—T.,) 0. Brown (1953)
and Fleagle (1956) have reported effects of similar magnitude.
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On the basis of recently published results, Hsu (1974) proposed the following

empirical relation: -

=11.5+4.36 (z/Lj (28)

whre K is the Von Karman constant and /L the stability parameter. In order to

compare the results shown jo Table 9 with those predicted by formula(28),we must relate

our stability coefficient Ri, to the parameter /L*. For this we rnust use the results

obtained for the assessment of the fiux-profile relationships (e.g. Pruitt et al. 1973).

The values for /L corresponding to our overail Ri, values of 0.162 (stable) and

—0.432 (unstable) are 0.203 and —0.315 respectively. Äccording to Hsu’s regression

formula, these values give 1.04 x 10- and 1.55 x 10 for Cd in the stable and

unstable cases, respectively, i.e, an increase of 50%. The stable value of C is close to

ours but the unstable one is much lower than ours. from water tllt observations,

Darbyshire & Darbyshire (1955) obtained a value of C,1 ( = 12 m) as high as

3.2 x 10 in certain unstable cases, but unfortunately their paper does not provide

precise information on a stability parameter. So, our value of C for unstable condi

tions seems to be too high as compared with the results of other studies, but one must

.not forget the assumptions made to obtain these values and the uncertainty regarding

the quality of the surface wind data. Mention mav be made, however, of a value for

C as high as 12 x 10 obtained by Holopainen (1961) from aerological observa

tions over Jackson (Alab.). Älthough this value was obtained over Iand, it is much

greater than might be expected, so there should be some special reason for its magni

tude. This may possibly be the fact that this value was obtained when there was a

strong horizontal temperature gradient. It may be noted that our highest C , value

(= 10.27 x l0-) occurs for the case where the winds pass along the strongest mean

temperature gradient (northeasterlies). This would be further evidence that baroclini

city is one of the major factors influencing the behaviour of the boundary layer.

The drag coefficients C or C10 depend primarily on surface characteristics, i.e.

are local parameters, but, like the state of the sea, these characteristics themselves are

non-local phenomena. This contradiction is probably one of the main reasons for

the great variation of C_0. This makes it seem natural to introduce a geostrophic

drag coefficient as defined in eq. (24), thus relating surface drag to the large-scale

forcing velocitv, i.e. the geostrophic wind.

lur values of C0 agree wefl with Deacon’s (1973) nding of 0.73 x 10 at sea,

and Brocks & Krtgermeyer’s (1972) observed value of 0.6 x 10, whereas a smaller

value, 0.48 x 10, was obtained for the Scilly and Helgoland pibal profiles (Lettau,

1957; Lettau & Hoeber, 1964), using the ageostrophic method for a near-neutral

situation. Hasse & Dunckel (1974) also found a slight increasing trend for CQ with

increasing instability. Wippermann (1972b) predicted values of C using a barotropic

model based on the resistance laws for the planetary boundary layer; the values in
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stabulity conditions corresponding to the present ones varied from 0.3 x 10 in

the stalile case to 2.3 x 10- in unstable conditions, so there is qualitative agreement
with our results. Our values of C, show ao increasing trend with increasing surface
geostrophic wind velocity G0, but the correlation coefflcient of the regression is
only 0.57.

It is interesting to note that the standard deviation for C0 is less than for C4,
although the geostrophic drag coefflcient does not depend only on surface cia
racteristics like C , but also on those of the whoie boundary iayer, e.g. stabulity,
baroclinicity, unsteadiness. Therefore, it seems more reliable to use a geostrophic
drag coefficient for the parameterization of the surface stress, especiaily as the
geostrophic wind required for the ice-drift model may be obtained directiy from
a weather forecasting model.

6.2 DRAG DETERMINATIONS OVER SEA ICE

The number of available wind stress measurements made over sea ice is rather limited.
The first article on the subject was pubiished as late as 1965. A survey of the first
results obtained is given by Joffre (1975) and the most recent measurements are
reviewed by Banke et al. (1976). Ali these results are difficult to compare, since they
were obtained on different floes with different topographicai characteristics. Sea ice
always presents irregularities owing to the pressure forces which drive the ice-floes
against, over and under each other. These >iarger-scaie» features of sea ice may
lie taken into account in the assessment of the wind drag through the introduction
of a form drag concept, which is added to the habitual surface drag (Arya 1975b;
Banke & Smith 1973).

The surface drag, which depends on the smail-scaie morphology of the ice, is
subject to frequent change. The surface features may lie modified by new snowfaiis,
the formation of snow drifts and sastrugi (sharp, irregular ridges formed on a snow
surface by wind erosion and deposition) under wind action, rain during a warm
period, which Ieads to firniflcation of the snow cover, and the metamorphosis of
the snow cover by alisorption of solar radiation. Thus, the aerodynamic smaii-scale
roughness parameters are sensitive functions of ali these changes. However, aithough
the vaiues reported for C10 do vary wideiy, they fali in the same range as those for
open-sea situations, i.e. between 10 and 2 x 10. The stahuiity effect has also been
oliserved, with higher values for unstabie cases (C70 = 3.7 x 10 reported by Smith
et al. 1970) and smaller values in stalile situations (C10 0.5 x 10 Banke et aL
1976). A sampie of neutral-stabuiity drag coefficients is shown in Tahle 10.
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TABLE 10. Ice surface parameters for neutral stability (from Banke et al. 1976),

Locacion Ycar C_, x 10’ (cm)

Gulf of St. Laurence 1970 1.42 —

Beaufort Sea 1971 1.68 5.6
1971 1.51 5.5

Arctic Ocean 1972 1.82 9.8
1972 1.56 6.3

Robeson Channel 1972 2.08 13.2
1974 1.65 6.5

Beaufort Sea 1975 1.38 4.6
fiat 1975 1.57 7.0
hummocked 1975 1.62 9.7

A useful parameter has been introduced in these studies: a so-called surface
elevadon parameter , which is obtained by integrating a power spectrum of surface

elevation

2f;(k) tlk

where p,(k) is a wave number spectrum of surface elevation, k the downwind
radian wave number and k5 a cut-off wave number. The spectrum of surface
elevation is obtained from upwind profiling. Taking the surface elevation 4’ as a
descriptive parameter, Banke et al. (1976) show the dependence of C15 on 4’ and di
the points with a regression line. This regression explains the dependence of the
drag on the surface elevadon parameter rather well, but it is likely that other para
meters, such as spacing or steepness of the roughness elements, can he just as im
portant in determining the drag coefflcient.

7. PRESENTATION OF THE UTÖ DATA IN THE PRAMEWORK
OF THE SIMILARITY THEORIES

7.1 THE VELOCITY-DEFECT LAWS

In the previous secdons we have seen that the behaviour of the wind proffle in the
atmospheric boundary layer is vety variable and depends on many factors. The
estimation of the relative importance of each of these factors and of their quantitative
effect on the vertical structure of the wind seems therefore a hopeless task. Recendy,
however, considerable advances have been made in the understanding and detaiing
of the planetary boundary layer structure, through the use of so-called similarity
theories, from which the resistance laws are derived (e.g. Kazanski & Monin, 1960;
Csanady, 1967; Blackadar & Tennekes, 1968; GiIl, 1968; Clarke, 1970, and Yordanov

& Wippermann, 1972).
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By choosing the relevant parameters acting on the structure of the pianetary
boundary layer, it is possible to form relationships between dimensionless combina

- tions of these parameters giving the vertical structure of wind, temperature and
moisture distribution in the boundary Iayer. The relevant internal parameters -playing
a role in the behaviour of the pianetary boundary layer are listed below (for a review
see Kitaigorodskli & Joffre, 1976):

z,u.,Q0,g,f, h,z0 (29)

where h is the actual height of the boundary layer and is the surface kinematic
heat fiux (= äj; the other parameters having the same meaning as in the previous
sections. Baroclinic effects can also be included, but at the cost of taking two additio
nal parameters, S, = 8U,/&t and S = av,/a (cf. Yordanov & Wippermann,
1972; Wippermann, 1972a; Clarke & Hess, 1974).

According to Buckingham’s n-theorem, it is possible to form six independent
dimensionless parameters on which the dependent variabies describing the pianetary
boundary layer (e.g.: xi, z’, 0, q, Km, r,...) depend:

z/h, h/z0 , C_ = h/L,
‘ ‘h = hf/u.

(30)
= Su(h/u.) , Sy = S(h/u,)

The use of the actual height h of the boundary layer as a scaling height has been
suggested by the results of numerical simulation of the pianetary boundary Iayer by
Deardorff (1970 a, b; 1972a), since this height (or the height of the base of the in
version capping the convective boundary layer) appears to scale properly, in contrast
to the height .4 = Ku/f proposed in earlier studies. But, since.4 is of the same
order of magnitude as h and scales the neutral pianetary boundary layer welI, it
should also be included and, instead of the often used dimensionless parameter p0 =

we use the ratio of these two scaling heights, i.e. hf/u, as suggested by Arya &
Wyngaard (1975). An additional advantage of this parameter is that it does not pre
sent singularities with respect to latitude.

As vie are interested in the velocity defect between geostrophic and actual wind
and wish to eliminate baroclinic effect at the first stage, for the sake of simplicity,
vie can write:

UghU(Z)

u. = (z/h, h/z0 ‘ ‘ (31a)

V hv(z)

________

= ‘V (z/h , h/z0 , ‘
(31b)

where W and ¶, are unknown dimensionless functions to be determined. We recall
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that we are dealing with a coordinate system whose x-axis is aligned along the surface
wind. By considering the asymptotic behaviour of these functions, we can eliminate
some of the arguments. If we take the case of a well-developed boundary layer,
where h/0» 1, the dependence on this parameter is smoothed out, and the functions
W,, and W in eqs. (31) depend on three parameters only.

The only unknown is now the height h of the boundary layer. Different methods
may be adopted for assessing h, the simplest being to assume h constant and fixed
at a certain height, as was done by Zilitinkevich & Chalikov (1968), with h = 1000 m,
or in sections 4,2 and 4.3 of this study with h = 500 m. However, the height h is
not a stationary quantity; it has a diurnal cycle (e.g. Clarke et al., 1971) and stability
dependent behaviour (Zilidnkevich, 1972).

In the unstable cases, the height h of the boundary layer can be determined fairly
easily from the vertical profile of the virtual potential temperature, which shows a
fairly homogeneous distribution within the well-mixed convective layer and is topped
by an inversion. The base of this inversion corresponds to the height of the boundary
layer (Deardorff, 1972a; Wyngaard et al., 1974; Meigarejo & Deardorff, 1974) but
at this level geostrophic equilibrium is not reached, adjustment occurring only
above the inversion. Another clue to the height of the unstable boundary layer is
provided by the shape of the wind profile, which generally undergoes a sudden
change at the level of the inversion (Arya & Wyngaard, 1975). Since no temperature
proffle is available in this case, these various clues will he used for the determi
nation of h in unstable conditions.

In the stable cases, h can he taken as either the height of the maximum of uft)
(Meigarejo & Deardorff, 1974; Clarke 1970) or the height of the minirnum of u()
(Businger & Arya, 1974). The former is, however, only about half of the latter and,
since there is still a considerable amount oflateral stress and velocity defect remaining
at this level, it has been claimed that it should not he considered the top of the boun
dary layer (Businger & Arya, 1974). With our knowledge of the computed geostro
phic wind proffle, our data support this aifirmation.

The height h of the houndary layer was determined according to these considera
tions for the 14 average proifies selected in section 5.2. The geostrophic wind com
ponents Uh and V9h at this height were determined from the knowledge of the
geostrophic shear presented in Table 8, and the vector V is shown in the hodog
raphs of Fig. 15.

Figs. 23 and 24 show the non-dimensional profiles for the two components

(U h—U)/U* and (V,h—v)/u*, respectively, distinguishing the three stability (stahle,
ice and unstable) and the directional groups. Comparison of the stahle and the
unstaijle proifies shows, as expected, that the overshooting in the longitudinal
velocity-defect profiles is stronger and occurs at lower levels for the stable than for
the unstable cases, and that the lateral velocity-defect profiles show greater variabi
lity in stahle than in unstable conditions. The values of h, , (proportional to
h/L,1j, hf/u and the number N of averaged proifies are presented in Table 11.
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TÄBLE 11. Values of the boundary layer height h, the stability parameter I and the similarity
parameter hf/1i for the selected mean profiles.

Groups N h iU hf/us

stable 1710•2400 26 700 0.20 0.52
2410•2900 24 700 0.20 0.32
2910•3600 15 400 0.09 0.24

ice 0°—80° 11 400 — 0.35
81°—109° 4 600 — 026

1100•1700 6 600 — 0.21
17102400 9 700 — 1.45
2410•2900 10 500 — 0.25
291°—360° 16 500 — 0.16

unstable 0°—80° 43 1 000 —0.85 0.16
110°—170° 7 600 —0.30 0.11
171°—240° 11 600 —0.48 0.32
241°—290° 16 800 —0.10 0.25
291 0•3600 38 700 —0.43 0.30

When the infiuence of the magnitude of the stability parameter is considered, it
is seen that the shape of the less stable of the stable profiles (group 291—360) tends
toward the shape of the unstable profiles. Älhough Ri, is not available for the ice
profiles, some conclusions about the stability conditions can be drawn from the as
pect of the proifies; the groups (1710•2400) and (2410•2900) show stable characteris
tics and the groups (2910•3600), (00•800) and (1100•1700) show unstable cliaracte
ristics. This is what is expected if the dependence shown lii fig. 5 is assumed to
apply in ice conditions as well. The group (81°—109°) is somewhere between the two
stability classes.

The effect of the second similarity parameter hf/u is more difficult to discern
since its values range within a limited domain. So far, with our data, a possible in
fluence has been evident only in connection with the lateral velocity-defect profiles.
It seems that the vertical gradient of the lateral velocity defect (i.e. the opposite of
the lateral stress) increases with increasing value of hf/u*, which is in agreement
with the modelling results of Sundararajan (1975) and with a simple consideration of
the equations of the conservation of momentum in their stationary and dimensionless
form:

h(vVg’ O(Txz/U?)
u\ U / Ö(z/h) (32)

fh(U—Ug’ Ö(Tyz/u?) (33)
ö(z/h)

which, after integration from the surface to the height h and assuming that the stress
vanishes at = h, yield:
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frJY&d(z/h) = (34)

1 (Ug—u)
d(z/h)=O (35)

where the opposite of the dynamical similarity parameter i,, appears in the right
hand side of the first equation.

On the whole, however, when presented in this way, the proifies are easier to
classify into the various groups than were the traditional vertical proifies u() and vft).

On the other hand, internal quandties like u,, and L are generaily unknowns to
he determined from the data rather than input parameters. Therefore, it would seem
more realistic to develop a similarity theory maidng use of currendy available exter
nal parameters. The reievant external parameters are the same as those listed in (29),
apart the substitution of by the temperature difference AO = 0(h)

—
0ft0)

across the boundary layer and of the friction velocity zx,1, by the wind veiocity Vh
taken at z = h. Forming again dimensioniess parameters on which ali the dependent
variabies should depend, one gets:

z/h, h/z0 , = hf/Vh (36)

The fourth dimensionless pararneter is commonly taken as the surface Rossby
number Ro = G0/(fr0) instead of F. But is generally unknown at sea, since it
varies with the boundary layer characteristics themseives, and to ohtain a parameter
equivalent to the one derived with internai parameters, vie choose F =fh/V. Un
fortunateiy, as the quantity AO was not avaiiable from our data, it was rather difficuit
to describe the large scatter of the dimensioniess veiocity-defect iaws

D th — uh—uz) D (ii) — ylh) — v(z)
— Vh ‘ V

— Vh (37)

as a function of the only parameter , with h and = !, fixed in order to relate D,,
and D, to the expbcit quantities R and Aa defined in (4) and (5). A theoreticai
expression based on simple consideradons was aiso derived for 13 (F) and 13 (6)
giving the proper trend of the observation points, but stifi more compiete data are
necessary in order to deveiop appropriate nomograms.
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7.2 THE RESISTANCE LAWS

The velocity-defect laws in eqs. (31) are supposed to describe the wind structure in
the so-called outer layer or spiral Iayer. Close to the surface, there exists a surface or
inner layer where the oniy relevant parameters are surface characteristics. It is obvious
that the profiles in the two layers must match together in some transition layer,
since no discontinuity should appear. The mathematical operation of matching the
profiles Ieads to the so-called resistance laws, which give the drag coefficients and
the cross-isobar angle as functions of observable parameters. In the barotropic case
these resistance laws can he written:

Ug =
. [In fh/z0)

— Ah th iIh)] (38a)

Vh 1=
—
j 8h h ‘h sign cfl (38b)

where Ah and 13,, are two dimensionless universal functions of the parametefs ,, =

h/L and 4u,, = hJ7u. Owing to the obvious advantage of having such universal
predicting laws, a large amount of the recent (last 10 years) literature on boundary
layer meteorology has been devoted to the assessment of these universal functions
from empirical data. The results have shown a large scatter but have yielded some
insight into the dependence of A,, and B,, on stabulity (Arya 1975a; Zilitinkevich
1975; Meigarejo & Deardorff 1974).

The determination of A,, and 3,, is straightforward from eqs. (38) if we know
the roughness Iength

.
Since no surface layer measurements are available for the

site at Utö during the study period, indirect methods must he used. Charnock
(1955) has proposed a formula connecting with fiction velocity on the basis
of dimensional analysis:

u2.
z=C• (39)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity and c a constant to lie fitted from observa
tions. Kitaigorodskii (1969) has listed the values of c obtained by different authors,
and it seems that c = 0.035 fits the data best. Our results for the functions A,, and

are shown in Table 12.
The dependence of the functions A,, and 3,, on the second dimensionless parameter

does not emerge from this small amount of data since is range of variation is
very small for these 8 cases; moreover, according to Ärya & Wyngaard (1975) only
B, is sensitive tO fL.
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TÄ3LE 12. Values of the barotropic similarity functions Ah and B.

Groups N Ah

stable 171°—240° 1 26 30.9 —2.73 12.5$
241°—290° 24 31.3 2.00 10.47
291°—360 15 7.3 —2.88 5.38

unstable 0’—$0 43 —91.6 8.39 1,29
1100•1700 7 —24.5 5.96 3.03
171°—240° 11 —35.2 —0.93 4,81
241°—290 16 —13.6 6.16 4.02
291°—360° 38 —38.0 —1.94 2.23

The ice situation data have been omitted here, since Charnock’s equation (39)
for the roughness length is valid only for open-sea situations, and moreover the sta
bility parameter is not defined in ice situations. The stabuity parameter Was
derived from . by using the relationships between Ri and /L given by Pruitt
et al. (1973). The values of the universal similarity functions Ah and Eh agree closely
with the other determinations of these functions and the trend with stability also
agrees with that shown in other studies (Arya 1 975a; Wippermann 1972c; Meigarejo
& Deardorff 1974; Zilitinkevich 1975). Third-degree polynomials fitted to these

empirical points, as in Ärya (1975a), give the interpolated values of Ah and 3,, for

adiabatic conditions:

A,, = 2.2 ; 3,, = 4.9

They fali within the general range of variation of these constants, but since the
scatter is treniendous (see e.g. Wippermann, 1970), it seems useless to discuss the
reliabiity of our results.

Yordanov & Wippermann (1972) have shown that baroclinicity can be included
in these resistance laws without changing their form but at the cost that the new
universal functions A and .B depend now on 2 additional parameters. Moreover,
for practical reasons the surface geostrophic wind is used instead of the barotropic
constant geostrophic wind. Thus, we have:

. [inch,’z — A1 h JLh , Sy)] (40a)

• 8 ‘
S Sy) (40b)

where the two parameters S,, and S,, were defined in (30).
The main probiem is of course to express the individual effects of these four para

meters within A and B. In Ärya & Wyngaard (1975), an expression for these func

tions was derived from some simple arguments reladng to the equality of mass flow
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in barotropic and barocinic conditions. An interesting feature of this resuit is that

the functions are decomposed into their.barotropic and barodlinic components, i.e.:

AjCCh Jh S , Sy) = Ah tCh + 4ics (41a)

B1 h’ S<, Sy)
= 8h h’ 11h + --N Sy (415)

Thus, the functions A and 3, may lie computed from equations (40) and substitu

tion of their values in (41) permits the calculation ofA,, and Bh with the baroclinic

effects eliminated. These new values ofA,, and 3,, may he expected to show a smaller

scatter than those given in Table 12. The results of these calculations are reported

in Tahle 13. The variation of these universal functions with the stability parameter

h vas once again fitted with third-degree polynomiais. The regression curves and

the empirical points are plotted in Fig. 25. The elimination of baroclinicity has

slightly reduced the scatter of the points and the agreement with the polynomial te

gfession curves is better (decrease of the standard error of estimate, increase of the

multiple correlation coefficient).

TABLE 13. Values of the universal similarity functions including the effect of baroclinicfty. The
different quantities in the Table are related through eqs. (41).

Groups N K S 1/ K S, Af A

stahle 1710•2400 26 30.9 —0.50 —1.19 —3.73 10.19 —3.23 11.38
241 02900 24 31.3 —0.26 —0.14 1.47 10.18 1.73 10.32
2910•3600 15 7.3 0.31 —0.08 —2.26 5.23 —2.57 5.31

unstable .... 0°•80 ° 43 —91.6 —0.25 1.07 7.89 3.43 8.14 2.36
1100•1700 7 —24.5 0.09 —0.35 6.15 2.32 6.06 2.67
1710•2400 11 —35.2 0.35 —0.73 —0.23 3.34 —0.58 4.07
241°—290° 16 —13.6 —0.61 —0.84 4.94 2.35 5.55 3.19
291 0•3600 38 —38.0 0.96 —0.81 —0.02 0.6 —0.98 1.41

Ah Bh

—100 —50 +
Fig. 25. Variations of the simi—

h
larity functions A,, (open circles)

00 and B,, (crosses) with stability
(,j. The curves are third-degree

0 polynomiais fitted to each distri
bution: Ä,,, dashed line; B,,,,
solid line.
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One notices that the function Bh is surprisingiy weli defined by the empirical points,
whereas the function Ah has a large scatter. Interpolation of the neutral values now
gives:

Ah = 1.92 ; B,, = 4.54

Arya & Wyngaard (1975) have also expressed the funcdons A and B1 for a
barociinic pianetary boundary iayer, but in the speciai case of a convecdve situation.
By using the fact that actual wind shear is negligible owing to strong mixing, they
obtain the following expression for the universal functions Ah and Bh:

= In (h/z0) —K In(— + c (42a)

6hi = (42b)

where C is a constant depending only on the height of the surface shear layer, and
these approximations heing valid for •h 10. This simpie modei was applied to
our 5 sets of data corresponding to unstabie conditions. The resuits are given in
Tahie 14, which shows that this model underestimates the values ofAh, hut this may
he due to the choice of the constant C (Arya & Wyngaard took C = 0) since the
departure from the model appears to he independent of Ch, except for two of our
values showing no correlation at ali (groups 1710•2400 and 2910•3600). As to the
function B5, the agreement is best for the two directional groups expected to have
the most unstable conditions (groups 0°—80° and 291°—360°).

TABLE 14. Comparison of our similatity funcdons Ah and .6 h with those obtained from a convcc
tive planetary boundary layer model.

Groups Ah

unstable .... 0°—80° —91.6 4.52 8.14 2.50 2.36
110°—170° —24.5 3.20 6.06 3.64 2.67
17102400 —35.2 3.56 —0.58 1.25 4.07
241°—290° —13.6 2.61 5.55 1.60 3.19
291°—360° —38.0 3.64 —0.98 1.33 1,41

Ifwe now take the wind velocity at = h as the geostrophic wind, we can check
the resistance iaws with our individual data. Pig. 26 shows the veering angle Aah
between the wind direction at the surface and at h = 500 m as a function of the sta
bility parameter Ki,. The corresponding theoretical curve based on Wangara data
for the derived resistance iaws is shown in Fig. 27 after Melgarejo & Deardorff
(1974). Their stability parameter RiB is a bulk Richardson number depending on the
temperature difference between the top and the bottom of the boundary iayer. Ai
though our data present a large scatter, there is a fair agreement, even quantitativeiy,
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between the general trend of the two curves. The angle shows a maximum for stable
conditions but seems to decrease for very strong stabulity, although the data for
these cases are meagre (possibly the planetary boundary layer tends towards lamina
rity).

On the unstable side, Aa,, decreases liut as instability increases the angle tends
asymptotically toward a constant value, which seems to be negative. This is a
puzzling resuit, as it impiles no cross-isobaric flow in the lioundary layer as a whole
to balance the surface-induced frictionai force. Clarke & Hess (1974) observed the
same tendency. It mav lie due to air subsidence at h or, as we liave often
mentioned, to liaroclinicity effect.

It is very prolialile that the scatter of our data would lie greatly reduced if the
actual height h of the lioundary layer was available instead of an average constant
value of 500 m.

The velocity ratio Rh = I7,/Vh may also lie plotted, since the resistance coeffi
cicnt u/V1, may lie written:

u — u V
— V5 Vh

lur data for V/Vh as a function of Ri, are shown in Fig. 28. The resistance coeffi
cient zi*/V, obtained from the Wangara data liy Melgare5o & Deardorff (1974) is
presented in Fig. 29. On the unstalile side, the coefficient is strongly dependent on the
parameter h/0, which explains the scatter of our points, However, the two curves
show qualitativc agreement, especially on the stable side, where the empirical points
tend to collapse to one single curve as it is theoretically predicted. The quantitative
correspondence may also lie checked through the estimation of the ratio u/V,. Our
grouped data give a mean value of 3.1 x 10 in the two most stalile cases.
Theo, the rather constant value of VS/V 0.5 in stable conditions would corre
spond to a value of 0.015, which may he compared with the value 0.007 of
Fig. 29. On the unstable side the scatter is quite large. It would, of course, lie very
interesting to explain this scatter with the parameter h/0. Unfortunately, is not
availalile for individual data. However, since is a measure of the roughness ele
ments of the surface, it can he assimilated with the mean height of the surface sea
waves h, in a well-developed turliulent motion (Kitaigorodskii et al., 1973). In its
turn, h, is a function of the surface wind, of the fetch length L, and of the duration
of the forcing effect. There are nomograms giving h, as a function of V, and L,
(e.g. Bretschneider 1973), and when h, is known, we can ohtain from the approxi
mate relation h,/30. Unfortunately, the values olitained for h/0 did not t the
scattered distribution of the ratio R . Äpart from the inaccuracies and uncertainties
contained in the above assumptions (e.g. only developing surface gravity waves are
predicted liy the nomograms, they forget aliout the effect of standing waves), one
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explanation might he that the fetch varies with time, Le. the wind direcäon is not
constant. The fetch itself is highly direction-dependent, owing to the large amount
of islands and islets in the vicinity of Utö. Thus, the conditions under study are far
from homogeneous and isotropic.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Two hundred and %fty pibal soundings, carried out during February and March of
the years 1930—36 at the island of Utö in the Southwestern Finnish archipelago
could be used with observations of surface air temperature and sea surface tempera
ture to investigate some aspects of the behaviour of the boundary Iayer. Wind veering
and the velocity ratio were found to be closely dependent on the stability condidons
prevailing at the surface and the values obtained agreed with those of similar studies.
Baroclinic effects were assessed from average proifies (stationarity and a simple model
of geostrophic wind profiles). The results show that boundary layer parameters,
such as the cross-isobar angle, the surface stress and the drag coefficients, are sensitive
funcdons of the orientadon of the thermal wind with respect to the air fiow. Finally,
the similarity theory methodology was applied to the data. The internal parameters
yielded the expected dimensionless profiles and the external parameters were used in
an attempt to predict the velocity ratio and wind veering from commonly available
routine variahles. The universal similarity funcdons A and B were also computed.
Their neutral numerical value and their trend with stability was in fair agreement
with the results of other studies.

In spite of the limitations of the data, the present results are encouraging from
the point of view of the parameteriaation of the boundary layer properties needed
for the ice-drift model. However, the high variability of these properdes with the
different situadons encountered in nature suggests that statistical parameteriaation
will not be enough. Tnstead, a numerical model simulating the structure and develop
ment of the real atmospheric boundary layer with respect to roughness, thermal stä
bility, non-homogeneity and baroclinicity conditions should be coupled with the
ice-drift model. Much more empirical data will of course be required for an accurate
parameteriaation of the diverse processes to he included in the model. For this reason,
a measurement xpedidon to the ice field of the Bothnian Bay was undertaken in
late winter 1977. The results of this trip are expected to complete and continue the
present study, and they will he presented in a .forthcoming paper.
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INTERCALIBRATION OF METHODS FOR CHLOROPHYLL
MEASUREMENTS APPLIED IN THE BALTIC SEA
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Abstract

Two meetings were arranged, in 1974 and 1975, under the auspices of the
Baldc Sea Expert Meeting on Intercaiibration of Biological and Chemical
Methods, to intercalibrate methods for the measurement of chlorophyils. The
only analyses yieiding values of aeceptahle precision were those made for
chlorophyll a according to Strickiand & Parsons (1968) and SCOR-Unesco
(1966). Ali the other analyses yielded more or less scattered vaiuea, with rather
high coefficients of variation for the participating laboratories. In the 1974
intercalibration aimost ali the results were different at the 5 or 1 % signfficance
level. In 1975 the chlorophyll a measurements of all the participating labora
tories were in good agreement, which indicates that at least this parameter
could he measured with sufficient accuracy. The results show clearly that
carefui and standardized handling of the aamples 19 essential for comparable
and reproducihie results. This 19 of the utmost importance with measurements
carried out in, for example, monitoring atudies involving several laboratories.
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INTRODUCTION

The growing interest in the Baltic as a natural resource threatened by poilution has
called attention to the need for a system of moaitoring parameters that will give
comparable results for ali the laboratories working in the Baltic.

A basic need in any aquatic ecosystem monitoring programme is some parameter
which can serve as a measure of phytoplankton biomass. Perhaps the most widely
used, and also the least time-consuming, soiution is to measure the amount ofchloro
phyll in the phytoplankton. However, the extraction and measurement of chloro
phyll is a process with severai steps, each of wfflch can he performed in several at
least slightly different ways, and it is further complicated by the presence of different
types of chiorophylls (a, b, c) and of pheo-pigments, breakdown products of the
chlorophylls, with similar absorption peaks in spectrophotometric analysis. These
complicadons make it obvious that intercalibration is necessary before two diifer
ent methods of measuring chlorophyli can be assumed to give comparable results.

The present paper reports the results from two such intercalibrations concerning
the measurement of chlorophylls and pheo-pigments, made during two Baltic Sea
Expert Meetings on Intercalibration of Biological and Chemicai Methods, sponsored
by the Nadonal Swedish Environment Protecdon Board.

The objective of the meetings was to investigate the comparability of the methods
used, and to estabiish standardized procedures for use in monitoring programmes in
the Baitic. The work was not directed to the development of new methods, but was
intended merely to synthesize the already existing »know how» into an acceptable
method, to he recommended for use in monitoring studies in the Baltic.

The two meetings were heid at the Askö Laboratory on June 8—15, 1974 and
on July 6—12, 1975. The laboratories represented at the first meeting were those of
Insdtut för Meereskunde der Akademie der Wissenschaften der DDR (AW. GDR),
the Insdtute of Marine Research, Finland (IMR. Fin.), the Nadonal Board of Waters,
Finland (NBW. Fin.), Insdtut för Meereskunde an der Universität Kiel, FRG (IFM,
FRG), the Fishery Board of Sweden, Hydrographical Department (FBS. Swe.), the
National Swedish Environment Protection Board, Limnological Survey, (LS. Swe.),
and the Askö Laboratory, Sweden (AL. Swe.). In the second meedng only the above
mendoned Swedish laboratories participated, together with one USSR laboratory,
that of the Hydrometeorologicai Service of the USSR (145. USSR).

The aim of the first intercalibration vas not to examine dl the problems involved
in the measurement of chlorophylls and their derivatives, but merely to obtain a
general idea of the comparability of the different methods applied within the Baldc
countries. The results of this first meeting clearly indicated the need for a more
detailed study of the methods, aimed at revealing the main causes of the discrepancies.

Such a study and an intercalibradon with one USSR laboratory, was made by the
Swedish laboratories during the 1975 meeting (the results of tMs detailed study are
reported in a separate paper).
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MAIN FEATURES OF THE METHODS USED

The Insdtute of Marine Researeh, Finland, used a caiibrated fluorometer (as described in Striekiand

& Parsons, 1968). Ali the other laboratories used speetrophotometrie methods as deserihed in Lo

renzen (1967), Strickland & Parsons (1968) and SCOR-Unesco, Worldng Group 17 (1966).

In eaeh laboratory, however, the proeedure used was modified to a greater or lesser extent;

the main features of the modified versions are listed in Tabie 1.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Eaeh participadng laboratory took ten replieate samples from a large tank, in whieh the water was

continuousiy mixed during sampling. The tank was first fihled with water from an unpolluted area

and later with water from a highly eutrophieated area. In 1974, the sampies were then treated as

descrihed for eaeh laboratory (Table 1). In 1975, two iitres of water were strained through eaeh of

a series of fiiters, using the same fiitering equipment. Ali the fiiters were furnished with 3 mi of a

magnesium (hydroxy) esrbonate suspension, before filtering. The fiiters were dried in an airstream

vf room temperature and randomly put together in groups of ten. Eaeh group of filters was deep

frozen to —20°C in an airtight container containing siiica gel, and distributed deep-frozen to the labo

ratories. The analyses were carried out after eight weeks in the respective laboratories.

STATISTICAL CALCULATIONS

The data were treated on the assumption that they were normaliy distributed. For eaeh iaboratory

and parameter the mean vaiue, the standard deviation and the confdenee intervai (95 %) were eal

culated.
The di iferenee hetween mean values was tested with the t-test, assuming normal distribution

and eommon standard deviations.
In some eases it was obvious that the mean values were signifieandy different and thus no t-tests

were performed. In other eases it was eiear that the assumption of eommon varianees was invalid.

Despite this, t-tests were performed beeause the numher of observations were the same. In multipie

t-tests performed on samples from different populations with the same nuil hypothesis, the signifi

esnee ievel is redueed. In most eases, however, the t-vaiues ohtained were S0 iarge that it was obvious

that the 5 % signifieanee ievel was reaehed.

RESULTS

The results from the intercalibrations are presented in Tahles 2—4. Table 5 shows

the degree of sigffifieance of the differences between ali possible pairs tested. For

both sets of measurements made in 1974 it is obvious that the comparabiity of the

measurements is rather low. The tests wffich showed no significant differences be

tween the mean values are rather uncertain as tMs could be expected to oecur ran

domly in a material with no consistent trend for any tested pair of values.

Tables 2—4 also show that the trend toward high or low values compared to the

grand mean is consistent for each laboratory throughout the two series of measure

ments in 1974 (the only noteworthy exeeption is the AL. Swe. for pheo-pigments).
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It is obvious from the coefEcients of variation (if a value of 10 % is accepted as
a maximum value, see Discussion) presented in Table 6, that the reproducibility of
the measinements within each laboratory is acceptable only for cMorophlI a (accord
ing to Strickland & Parsons, 1968, and SCOR-Unesco, 1966 and in some cases
also according to Lorenzen, 1967).

In the 1975 intercalibration the very large discrepancies which occurred in the
measurements from 1974 (to some extent depending on analytical failures which will
be discussed later) had almost disappeared. Exceptions are the measurements from the
USSR laboratory for chlorophyll a and pheo-pigments (Lorenaen 1967) and the AL.
Swe. for pheo-pigments. With regard to the reproducibility of the measurements, as
indicated by the coefficient of variation, Table 6, the results in 1975 were generally
in good agreement with those from 1974.

The deviations from the grand mean (laboratories participating in both 1974 and
1975), Tabies 2—4, were in the same direction in 1975, except for the AL. Swe. (chl
1’) and LS. Swe. (pheop.). This together with the relatively good reproducibility for
those laboratories participating in both intercalibrations suggests that the errors
affecting the comparability of the measurements are of a systematic character.

The aigal composition (only the dominant species) on the various sampling
occasions is shown in Table 7 A together with the main chlorophylls occurring in
these groups (Table 7 B).

DISCUSSION

It is obvious when the results from 1974 are compared with those from 1975 that
there have been large improvements among the Swedish laboratories, especially for
chlorophyll ci according to Strickland & Parsons (1968) and SCOR-Unesco (1966),
but also for chlorophyll a according to Loreoren (1967). These results should, how
ever, be regarded with some caution as part of the analytical procedure wasexcluded
(see Experimental design), which may have eliminated analytical errors, as for example
in the storage of sampled water, choice of filter type, filtering procedure and preser
vation of £lters (Larsson et al. in prep.). Minor changes in the analytical procedures,
towards greater uniformity among the Swedish laboratories, were carried out in the
1975 intercalibration (Table 1), and some of these may have affected the final results,
which stresses the importance of standardizing procedures.

Some of the strongly deviating results in the 1974 intercalibration may have been
caused hy the unfamiliarity of the workers with the conditions and leveis of concen
trations in the water (NBW. Fin. ffltered too small a volume ofwater to obtain reliable
results. The filters were also stored for a longer time than those of the other labora
tories. FBS. Swe. used cellulose acetate fflters, which became clogged with the high
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content of particulate matter in the water on June 12, 1974) or unreliable instruments
(Al. Swe. used a spectrophotometer which, when compared with other instruments,
was found to yield erroneous results). There was no opportunity adequately to ja
vestigate the influence of variation in the phytoplankton composition upon the te
sults. In 1974 the drastic difference in phytoplankton composidon between the two
intercaiibrations did not seem to affect the internal relationships among the partici
pating laboratories. However, this may merely indicate that the change in the quantitat
ive extraction of chloroph3 lis was not so great that it could he distinguished in
these results. There is evidence in the literature of considerable interspeciflc differ
ences in the extractahility of chlorophylls (SCOR-Unesco 1966), which suggests
that this might not only cause errors in the absolute quantitative estimates, but
also affect the comparability hetween different laboratories when different extraction
methods are used.

A major problem in intercalibrations of hiological parameters is that it is vety
difficult or impossible to determine the »true value» of the parameter measured
(SCOR-Unesco 1966). (It must he remembered here that the »grand mean» should
not be regarded as anything hut a tool for the interpretation of the data). Combined
with the Iack of data in the literature on the reproducibility of the methods, especial
ly when applied on a routine basis, this constitutes a major uncertainty in the inter
pretation of the results. Calculations made by Ryding (1975), and Tett et al.
(1975), the latter on the basis of literature data, indicate that a coefficient of van
ation of about 10 % is reasonable for chlorophyll a measurements accbrding to both
Stnickland & Parsons (1968) and Lorenaen (1967). This value is also in good
agreement with the results presented in this paper (Table 6). It is therefore sug
gested that in the measurement of chlorophyll a the coefficient ofvaniation should not
be higher than about 10 % for the precision of the results to he acceptable. The
precision of the measurements of the remaining pigments is ohviously much Iower.
It is a weIl-known fact that the accuracy of measurements is dependent hoth on the
pigments and on their concentration (Stnickland & Pansons 1968, Lorenzen 1967). The
precision of the absorbance measurements decreases towards Iow (and high) absorb
ance values (Kolthoff & Sandell 1956). This, in combination with the different mag
nitudes of the constants (chl a: 11.6, chl 1’: 20.5 and chl c: 55) in the calculation
formulas used, magnifies the errors in the calculated concentrations, which increase in
the onder chl a, chl b, chl c. Thus the determination of chl b and c hecomes uncertain,
and must be regarded more as a qualitative than a quantitative description of the
phytoplankton population. The same seems to be valid for the measurements of
pheo-pigment a. The very poor precision of chl c readings was pointed out by Stnick
land & Parsons (1968), who also noted that the recovery of chl c was almost always
higher than the added amounts. Later determinations of the constants hy Jeffrey &
Humphrey (1975) have shown that the extinction coefficient for chl c should he
approximately twice the value used earlier, which in practice means that the new
equations will yield only half the amount given by the old ones.
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It is obvious from this work that even the measurement of chiorophylls, wfflch
has been considered vety simple and has therefore been wideiy appiied in both eco
iogical and monitoring studies, demands carefui and standardized handiing to yieid
reproducibie and comparabie resuits. Every step in the analysis invoives a possibie
source of error (some of these sources of error have been invesdgated by Larsson,
Cariberg, LÖÖf and Toistoy and wii be presented elsewhere) which makes it essential
to use standardized methods, especially for monitoring studies.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The only measurements whose precision was acceptable were those obtained for
chlorophyU a according to Strickland & Parsons (1968) and SCOR-Unesco 1966),
and to some extent according to Lorenren (1967). The measurements of ali the
other pigments falled to reach an acceptabie level of precision.

2. Although the measurement of chlorophyii has been regarded as a simpie analy
tical proeedure, it demands careful management and the appropriate equipment.

3. To obtain comparabie resuits, further standardization is recommended for the
methods used in the Baitic Sea Area, This is of speciai importance for future
monitoring prograrnmes.

4. The accuracy of chiorophyil measurements should always be checked with occasion
ai repiicate analyses.
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TABLE 2, Mean value of 10 measurements in mg.m—3 (). Standard deviation (s), coefficient
of variation (CV %), and deviation from »grand mean» for each laboratory and parameter from

the intercalibration carried out on June 10, 1974.

Strtckland & Parson, (1968) Lorcnzen (1967)
SCOR-Lne,co (1966)

Laboratory

Cb1 a Cht b ChI c ChI s phcop.

AL. Swe 0.63 0.09 0.56 0.34 0.47
s 0.10 0.05 0.31 0.14 0.12

CV% 16 60 55 1 41 25
D —0.38 —0.08 +0.14 1 —0.32 ±0.19

LS. Swe 1.01 0.04 0.11 0.80 0.33
s 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.05 0.10

CV% 4 90 71 7 29
D +0 —0.13 —0.31 +0.14 +0.05

FBS. Swe 1.12 0.36 0.60
s 0.06 0.10 0.28

CV% 6 27 47
D +0.11 +0.19 +0.18

ÄW. GDR 0.60 0
s 0.16

CV% 27
D —0.06 —0.28

IMR. Fin iE 1.02 0.88 0.31
s 0.05 0.05 0.05

CV% 4 5 17
D +0.01 +0.22 +0.03

IfM. FRG

CV %
D

NBW. Fin 1.28
s 0.27

CV% 21
D +0.27

Grand mean 1.01 0.17 0.42 0.66 0.28
Mean CV % 10 59 58 20 24
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TÄBLE 3. Mean value of 10 measufements in mg.m—3 (ii). Standard deviation fs), coefficient of
variation (CV %), and deviation from »grand mean» for each laboratory and parameter from the

intercalibration carried out on June 12, 1974.

Strickland & Parsons (1968) Lorenzen (1967)
SCOR-Unesco, (1966)

Laboratory

ChI a Clii b Clii c Clii a plicop.

ÄL. Swe 4.08 0.36 3.30 4.18 0.04
s 0.27 0.07 0.45 0.44

CV% 7 19 14 11
D —1.10 —0.44 +1.4 —0.39 —1.13

LS. Swe 5.35 0.12 0.85 4.38 1.47
s 0.36 0.04 0.10 0.28 0.31

CV% 7 32 12 6 21
D +0.17 —0.68 —1.05 —0.19 +0.30

FBS. Swe 6.35 1.07 1.58
s 1.14 0.38 0.65

CV% 18 36 41
D +1.17 +0.27 —0.32

AW. GDR 4.71 0.92
s 0.41 0.18

CV% 9 19
D + 0.14 + 0.25

JMR. Fin 6.21 5.02 2.23
s 0.16 0.11 0.32

CV% 3 2 14
D +1.03 +0.45 +1.06

IFM. FRG 5.26 1.64 1.85
s 0.14 0.25 0.57

CV% 3 15 31
D +0.08 +0.84 —0.05

NBW. fin 3.84
s 1.27

CV% 33
D —1.34

Grand mean
11ean CV %

5.18 0.80 1.90
12 26 25

4.57
7

1.17
18
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TABLE 4. Mean value of 10 me?surements in mg.m-3 Standard deviadon (s), coefficient of
vafiation (CV %), and deviation from »grand mean» for each laboratory and parameter from the

intercalibration carried out on July 9, 1975.

Strickland & Parsons (1968) Lorcnzen (1967)
SC0R-Unesco (1966)

Laboratory

Chl a Clii b Clii c Chi a pheop.

AL. Swe 1.66 0.48 0.74 1.50 0.33
s 0.13 0.15 0.25 0.20 0.29

CV% 8 31 32 13 88
D ±0 +0.18 +0.21 —0.02 —0.02

LS. Swe 1,63 0.12 0.08 1.52 0.21
s 0.10 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.05

CV% 6 17 50 5 24
D —0.03 —0.18 —0.45 ±0 —0.14

FBS. Swe 31 1.62 0.31 0.6$ 1.43 0.30
s 0.08 0.04 0.23 0.09 0.07

CV% 5 13 34 6 23
D —0.04 +0.01 +0.15 —0.09 —0.05

HS 1. USSR 31 1.70 0.27 0.60 1.42 0.60
s 0.12 0.06 0,19 0.39 0.65

CV% 7 22 32 27 108
D +0.04 —0.03 +0.07 —0.10 +0.25

HS II. USSR 51 1.68 0.33 0.55 1.72 0.31
s 0.21 0.11 0.23 0.32 0.23

CV% 13 33 42 19 74
D +0,02 +0.03 +0,02 +0.20 —0.04

Grand mean 1.66 0.30 0.53 1.52 0.35
Mean CV % 8 23 38 14 63

(/
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TABLE 5. Results from the t-tests of the differences lietween the means. The Sgures represent
the significance level at which the tested means are different. »ns» indicates no significant difference.

(1: June 10, 1974, II: June 12, 1974 and III: July 9, 1975).

Strickland & Parsons (1968)
Lorenzen (1967)SCOR-Uncsco (1966)

laboratory —

ChI a ChI b ChI c ChI a pbrop.

1 II III 1 II III 1 II III 1 II III 1 II III

AL. Swe LS. Swe 5 5 ns 5 5 1 5 5 1 5 ns ns ns 5 ns
AW.GDR 5 5 5 5

FBS. Swe 5 5 ns 5 5 1 5 5 ns ns ns ns
IMR.fin 5 5 5 5 5 5

NBW. Fin 5 ns
IFM. FRG 5 1 5 5

HS 1. USSR ns 1 ns ns ns
HSII. USSR ns 5

LS. Swe ÄW. GDR 5 ns 5 5
FBS. Swe 5 5 as 55 1 5 5 1 5 ns 1
IMR. Fin ns 5 5 5 ns[5

NBW. Fin 5 5
IFM. FRG ns 1 5

HS 1. USSR ns 1 1 ns ns
HS II. USSR ns 1 1 ns ns

AW. GDR FBS. Swe
IMR.fin 5 5 5

FBS. Swe IMR. Fin ns ns
NBW. Fin ns 5
IFM. FRG 5 ns ns

HS 1. USSR ns ns ns ns ns
HS II. USSR ns ns ns 1 ns

IMR. Fin NBW. Fin 5 5
IfM. FRG 5

HSI.USSR HSII.USSR ns ns

TABLE 6. Coefficient of variation (CV %) for each laboratory and parameter at the three inter
calibrations. (1 = June 10, 1974, II = June 12, 1974, III = July 9, 1975). — indicates negative value.

Strickland & Parsons (1968)
SCOR-Uncsco (1966) Lorenzen (1967)

Laboratory
ChI a ChI b ChI c Cht a phcop.

1 II III 1 II III 1 II III 1 II III 1 II III

AL. Swe. 16 7 8 60 20 31 55 14 32 41 11 13 25 — 88
LS. Swe. 4 7 6 90 32 17 71 12 50 7 6 5 29 21 24
FBS. Swe. 6 18 5 27 36 13 47 41 34 6 23
AW. GDR 27 9 — 19
IMR. Fin. 4 3 5 2 17 14
NBW. Fin. 21 33
IFM. FRG 3 16 31
HS 1. USSR 7 22 32 27 108
HS II. USSR 13 33 42 19 74

10128Mean 59 26 23 58 25 38 20 714 241863
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TABLE 7 A. The relative composition of the phytoplankton biomass at the three intercalibrations.

Aigal group Rel. comp.
Yrar Date of the

Pyrrophyta Cyanophyta Chlorophyta Chryaophyta bomass

1974 June 10 Peridinium spp Äphanizomenon 9:1
Rhodomonas spp spp
Dinophysis spp

1974 June 12 Peridinium spp OscUlatoria spp 3:2
:Gymnodinium spp
Dinophysis Spp

1975 July 9 Amphidinium spp Osdillatoria spp Pyramimonas sppMonades 3:6:1:2
Cryptomonas spp
Rhodomonas spp

TÄBLE 7 3. Cholorophylls occurring in
the various aigal groups. Data given by
prof. G. Uherkovich in 1975 in “Syllabus
zum algologischen Kurs in Joensuu und

Äneboda”.

Chotorophytl
Aigal group

a 1, c

Cyanophyta x
Pyrrophyta x (x)
Chlorophyta at x
Chrysophyra x (at)
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